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ABSTRACT
Comparative analyses of biomolecular networks constructed using measurements from different con-
ditions, tissues, and organisms offer a powerful approach to understanding the structure, function,
dynamics, and evolution of complex biological systems. The rapidly advancing field of systems biology
aims to understand the structure, function, dynamics, and evolution of complex biological systems in
terms of the underlying networks of interactions among the large number of molecular participants in-
volved including genes, proteins, and metabolites. In particular, the comparative analysis of network
models representing biomolecular interactions in different species or tissues offers a powerful means
of identifying conserved modules, predicting functions of specific genes or proteins and studying the
evolution of biological processes, among other applications.
The primary focus of this dissertation is on the biomolecular network alignment problem: Given
two or more networks, the problem is to optimally match the nodes and links in one network with the
nodes and links of the other. We describe a suite of modular, extensible, and efficient algorithms for
aligning biomolecular network models including: (1) undirected graphs in their weighted and unweighted
variations (2) undirected graphs in their labeled and unlabeled variants. The resulting algorithms have
been implemented as part of the Biomolecular Network Alignment (BiNA) Toolkit, an open source,
user-friendly suite of software for comparative analysis of networks.
Our experiments show that BiNA is (i) competitive with the state-of-the-art network alignment tools
with respect to the quality of alignments (based on a variety of performance measures) and (ii) able
to align large networks ranging in size from a few hundreds of nodes and a few thousand edges to tens
of thousands of nodes with millions of edges. We describe several applications of BiNA including (1)
construction of phylogenetic trees based on protein-protein interaction networks, and (2) identification
of biochemical pathways involved in ligand recognition in B cells by aligning gene co-expression networks
constructed from mRNA profiles of B cells exposed to different ligands.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of network models and systems biology
Biological processes are orchestrated by networks of interactions among nucleic acids, pro-
teins, metabolites and other ligands, both within and between cells, in response to internal
or external stimuli. Recently, several high-throughput techniques have emerged for measuring
gene expression under different conditions or perturbations, interactions among proteins, and
among genes, proteins, regulatory RNAs, small ligands and other signaling agents. Thus, it
has become possible to make system-wide measurements of biological variables (45; 84; 126).
Against this background, network models of protein-protein interactions (144; 78; 156), regula-
tory relationships between genes (38), metabolic pathways (80), and their combinations (5; 12)
have been successfully applied in the rapidly expanding field of systems biology (29; 165). Nu-
merous studies have successfully utilized network models to: comprehend how temporal and
spatial clusters of genes, proteins, and signaling agents correspond to genetic, developmental
and regulatory networks (160; 85; 137); uncover the biophysical basis and essential macro-
molecular sequence and structural features of such interactions (147; 109); infer interactions
between proteins in a target species based on experimentally characterized interactions in a
source species (169); discover conserved pathways among different species (88; 145); find pro-
tein groups that are relevant to disease (77; 108); predict protein function (172; 92); discover
the chemical mechanism of metabolic reactions (134; 91); discover topological and other char-
acteristics of biomolecular networks (94; 86; 87); and explain the emergence of systems-level
properties of networks from the interactions among their parts (1; 16; 17). Furthermore, driven
by the need for computational tools for exploiting network models in biological sciences, sev-
eral groups have developed databases for storing networks (12; 109; 8) and query languages
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matches for a source pattern e.g., a set of proteins linked by an undirected path (89; 140) or
those that form a specific pattern or motif (14; 15) in one or more target networks; and for align-
ing protein-protein interaction networks (89; 97; 81; 56; 149), regulatory networks (169; 139)
and metabolic networks (127; 6).
Because the available data is often of variable quantity, quality and granularity, there is a
need for several classes of network models at varying levels of abstraction, to explore different
questions in diverse applications. Of particular interest are:
• Undirected graphs in which nodes represent genes or proteins and links between nodes
denote interactions (e.g., protein-protein interaction networks (144; 78; 156)). Such net-
works provide a global picture of gene-gene or protein-protein interactions that can further
be analyzed to identify putative functional modules (144; 78; 156), nodes that play im-
portant roles (e.g., hubs) (79); or to determine topological features (degree distribution,
hierarchical structure, modularity, etc. (51; 132; 168; 90)). Comparative analysis of two
or more networks of the same type from different species can help identify conserved
functional modules (139; 145; 114; 170; 121), transferring functional annotations across
species, etc. Although most of the work has focused on undirected graphs with a single
type of links, many applications call for network models that can accommodate multiple
types of links (e.g., interaction, co-localization, etc. in the case of protein-protein interac-
tion networks), or multiple types of nodes (e.g., in the case of networks that simultaneously
model the interactions among proteins, RNA, DNA, etc.), or both.
• Undirected weighted graphs e.g., gene coexpression networks in which the nodes rep-
resent genes and weights on the links model the similarity of expression patterns between
genes (e.g., gene expression correlation networks (145)). Such networks can be analyzed
to identify clusters of genes that display similar expression patterns, e.g., using spectral
clustering techniques (158; 98; 119); Comparative analysis of two or more networks from
different tissues from the same species can be used to identify key differences in gene co-
expression patterns; Comparative analysis of gene coexpression networks obtained under
3comparable conditions from different species can be used as a basis of inferring functional
similarities between the corresponding genes, etc.
• Directed graphs that model influences between genes where nodes represent genes and
directed, unlabeled or labeled links denote regulatory interactions. Pathway databases
such as TRANSPATH (99), PathCase (48), and KEGG (84) present examples of richly an-
notated directed graphs. Tracing of directed paths in such graphs can uncover sequences
of regulatory events, redundant regulatory mechanisms, etc; directed cycles indicate feed-
back regulation. Comparison of pathways can reveal common subgraphs, putative evo-
lutionary relations, etc. Topological analysis can reveal the distributions and average
numbers of regulators per gene.
• Undirected or directed multi-graphs where the each node and each edge has as-
sociated with it a set of labels (e.g., nodes labeled with their Gene ontology functional
annotation, subcellular localization, etc.) as well as their weighted counterparts.
The primary focus of this dissertation is on modular algorithms that are equally applicable
to aligning undirected graphs and undirected, weighted graphs. The algorithms may also be
extended to deal with directed graphs or multigraphs (see chapter 7 for more details).
1.2 The network alignment problem
Network alignment methods present a powerful approach for detecting conserved modules
across several networks constructed from different species, conditions or timepoints. The detec-
tion of conserved network modules may allow the discovery of disease pathways, proteins/genes
critical to basic biological functions, and the prediction of protein functions. The problem of
aligning two networks, in the absence of the knowledge of how each node in one network maps
to one or more nodes in the other network, requires solving the subgraph isomorphism problem,
which is known to be computationally intractable (NP-complete) (61). Consequently, several
heuristics have been explored for striking a balance between the speed, accuracy and robust-
ness of the alignment of large biological networks. For instance, The PathBLAST algorithm
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ways being aligned. The runtime complexity of this algorithm, which is factorial in the length
of the pathways being aligned, prevents it from being viable for aligning large networks with
thousands of nodes (140). MaWISh (97) is a pairwise network alignment algorithm with a
runtime complexity of O(mn) (where m and n are the number of vertices in the two networks
being compared) that relies on a scoring function that takes into account protein duplication
events as well as interaction loss/gain events between pairs of proteins to detect conserved
protein clusters.
Bruckner et al.’s algorithm (Torque) attempts to address the problem whereby the topology
among the nodes for the query network is not known (28). The running time complexity of
Torque is O(3km) where k is the number of vertices in the query and m is the number of edges.
Hopemap is an iterative clustering-based alignment algorithm for protein-protein interaction
networks. HopeMap starts by clustering homologs based on their sequence similarity and al-
ready known KEGG Orthology status. The algorithm then proceeds to search for strongly
connected components and outputs the conserved components that satisfy a predefined user
threshold (149). Graemlin 2.0 is a linear time algorithm that relies on a feature-based scor-
ing function to perform an approximate global alignment of multiple networks. The scoring
function for Graemlin 2.0 takes into account protein deletion, duplication, mutation, presence
and count as well as edge/paralog deletion across the different networks being aligned (56).
NetworkBLAST-M (81) is a progressive multiple network alignment algorithm that constructs
a layered alignment graph, where each layer corresponds to a network and edges between lay-
ers connect homologs across different networks. Highly conserved subnetworks from networks
from different species are first aligned based on highly conserved orthologous clusters, then the
clusters are expanded using an iterative greedy local search algorithm (81).
In the following sections, we provide a detailed sketch of the network alignment algorithms
that have been proposed in the literature. We also provide an analysis of the running time
complexity for each of the algorithms. Finally, we provide a statement for the significance
of efficient network alignment algorithms and how such algorithms may be used to address
important biological questions.
51.3 Formal mathematical definition of network alignment
The graphs dealt with in this section are node-labeled, undirected and unweighted. A graph
G(V,E, ρ) consists of a sets of vertices V and edges E and vertex label function ρ. V denotes
{v1, v2, v3, ...vn} and E denotes {e1, e2, e3, ...ek}, where k ≤ n(n−1)2 . ρ is a function that assigns
labels to the vertices of G. We match labels of nodes/vertices across protein-protein interaction
networks from different species using BLAST (3). H(V2, E2, ρ2) is said to be a subgraph of
G(V1, E1, ρ1) if V2 ⊂ V1, ρ2(i) = ρ1(i) ∀i ∈ V2, and E2 ⊂ E1 where E2 consists only of edges
whose end points are in V2. We associate with the graphs G1(V1, E1, ρ1) and G2(V2, E2, ρ2)
sets subgraphs S1 = {C1, C2, C3, ...Cn} and S2 = {Z1, Z2, Z3, .., Zm}(respectively), where
Ci(Ki, Oi, µi) 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a subgraph of G1 and Zj(Wj , Qj , κj) 1 ≤ j ≤ m is a subgraph
of G2. Our basic strategy is to find a best match for each subgraph in S1 from S2 by op-
timizing a scoring function, K(Ci, Zi), such that we obtain: (i) a set of vertices that satisfy
µi(u) = κj(v), where v ∈ Wj and u ∈ Ki (ii) a set of edges whereby: if (µi(u1), µi(u2)) is an
edge in Oi, then (κj(v1), κj(v2)) is an edge in Qj where µi(u1) = κj(v1) and µi(u2) = κj(v2). In
this section, we present two different choices of graph kernels for K(Ci, Zj): the shortest path
kernel (22) and random walk kernel (157). The resulting solution to the network alignment
problem satisfies the condition that each subgraph in S1 has at most one matching subgraph in
S2. Thus, a pairwise alignment of the networks G1(V1, E1, ρ1) and G2(V2, E2, ρ2) is expressed
in terms of an optimal alignment among the sets of the corresponding sets of subgraphs in S1
and S2.
1.4 Brief overview of state-of-the-art methods
1.4.1 MaWISh
MaWISh (Maximum-Weight Induced Subgraph) is a local pairwise alignment algorithm for
protein-protein interaction networks that focuses on discovering highly conserved subgraphs
in the interactome of a pair of species. The problem is modeled as a graph optimization
problem, while taking into account duplication/divergence models (see Figure 1.1). It is a
greedy algorithm that finds a set of nodes in each graph such that the alignment score is
6Figure 1.1 Original figure from Koyuturk et al. (97). The Duplica-
tion/Elimination/Emergence model considered in MaWISh. Starting with
three interactions between three proteins, protein u1 is duplicated to add u1 into
the network together with its interactions (dashed circle and lines). Then, u1 loses
its interaction with u3 (dotted line). Finally, an interaction between u1 and u1 is
added to the network (dashed line)
highest. Specifically, MaWISh searches for hubs in a graph, then adds neighbors to each hub
based on a heuristic that measures the conservation of the module across several graphs. The
runtime complexity of MaWISh is O(mn) (where m and n are the number of vertices in the
two networks being compared).
1.4.2 NetworkBLAST-M
Kalaev et al.’s extension to the NetworkBLAST algorithm to align multiple protein-protein
interaction networks consists of stacking the protein-protein interaction networks in to multiple
layers, then connecting the nodes across the layers (using inter-layer edges) using sequence
homology based on a pre-computed phylogenetic tree. The algorithm searches for high scoring
subnets (multiple k -spines, see Figure 1.2) and outputs the high scoring subnets as possible
alignments across the various input networks from different species. The algorithm starts by
computing a seed subnetwork that consists of 2 spines, then expands the alignment iteratively
around the seed spines. The initial seed spines are found by imposing a strict topology on
the connected nodes from each species. For example, in Figure 1.2, although there is no edge
connecting the nodes in species U1 and U2, the nodes are still reachable from each other due to
the fact that there is a path from U1 to U3 and from U3 to U2. The seed searching algorithm
assumes that such a topology is equivalent to the case where there are edges connecting the
nodes from U1 to U2 and from U2 to U3. Furthermore, the algorithm assumes that a homologous
7protein must exist in every species/network in the alignment. Thus the k -spines contain k
proteins, one from every species in the alignment. The seed spines are expanded by searching
for spines that contain only nodes that are at most two hops away from the seed spines.
1.4.3 Graemlin
Graemlin is a linear time Multiple Alignment algorithm for protein-protein interaction net-
works that relies on a parameter-learning algorithm to decompose networks into specific feature
vectors and compute the similarity based on such features. Graemlin also provides a parameter-
learning algorithm that can automatically weight the contribution of each feature based on a
precomputed alignment. The features for nodes considered in Graemlin 2.0 are:
• Protein presence (the maintenance of proteins in both species)
• Protein count (the maintenance of more than one protein in both species)
• Protein deletion (the loss of a protein in one of the two species)
• Protein duplication (the duplication of a protein in one of the two species)
• Protein mutation (the divergence in sequence of two proteins in different species)
• Paralog mutation (the divergence in sequence of two proteins in the same species)
The features considered for edges in Graemlin 2.0 are:
• Edge deletion (the loss of an interaction between two pairs of proteins in different species)
• Paralog edge deletion (the loss of an interaction between two pairs of proteins in the same
species)
Graemlin 2.0 relies on a phylogenetic tree to sum the pairwise features over pairs of species
adjacent in the tree, including ancestral species. The feature functions also take into account
the evolutionary distance between the species being compared (see Figure 1.3).
81.4.4 GRAAL
GRAph ALigner (GRAAL) is a strictly topological alignment algorithm that relies on
graphlet distributions to compare networks (101). GRAAL has been successfully utilized for
reconstructing phylogenetic relationships between bacterial species based on the topologies of
the species’ protein-protein interaction networks. Briefly, GRAAL relies on the computation of
graphlets up to four nodes in size around each node between the graphs being compared. Each
node in a network is given a score denoting how many graphlets they participate in. The scores
for nodes across two networks are then compared using Milenkoviæ et al.’s (115) formula for








Where S(u1x) and S(v
1
y) are the scores for the nodes from G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), where
u1x ∈ V1 and v2y ∈ V2. The above formula produces a normalized score for each node-based
graphlet score.
1.5 Limitations of current methods
Current approaches to biomolecular network alignment summarized above suffer from sev-
eral limitations: Most of the biomolecular network alignment algorithms described above deal
with a specific type of network (e.g., protein-protein interaction networks). Because the scoring
functions for matching nodes across networks, or for aligning the networks based on matches
between nodes across networks, and the heuristics used to speed up the alignment are typically
hard-coded into the implementation of the respective algorithms, it is not straightforward to
extend the existing implementations (e.g., for aligning protein-protein interaction networks) to
handle more general classes of biomolecular networks (e.g., networks that model multiple types
of interactions between multiple types of molecular entities). Nor is it easy to replace or modify
specific components of the alignment algorithms (e.g., the scoring function used for matching
nodes across networks) to meet the needs of specific biological applications, or to easily specify
at runtime the specific characteristics of the biomolecular networks that can be exploited by
9the alignment algorithm (73; 142). Some of the algorithms, because of computational consid-
erations, make some simplifying assumptions that are at odds with the known characteristics
of biomolecular networks (142).
1.6 Significant contributions of dissertation
This dissertation provides a class of flexible (in terms of ease of modification), scalable (in
terms of computational running time), and accurate (in terms of biological significance) algo-
rithms for comparing and aligning biomolecular networks while making minimum assumptions
about the source of the networks. The networks can be labeled (e.g., sequence labeled, or nodes
can be matched based on orthology) or unlabeled (networks can be aligned strictly based on
topology). The following sections describe the main contributions of this dissertation against
the background of the current literature in the field.
1.6.1 First highly modular algorithm in the field
Chapter 2 describes the Biomolecular Network Alignment (BiNA) toolkit in detail. This
algorithm is the first algorithm in the field whose scoring (comparison) functions and partition
(clustering) functions are independent. Furthermore, this algorithm uses the proven divide and
conquer strategy to enable the future addition of new techniques for partitioning and scoring
without changing the overall method.
1.6.2 Highly scalable algorithm
BiNA can run on desktop machine to clusters, aligning networks from 100’s of edges to
several millions. Chapter 6 describes the implementation details and scalability of the algorithm
in detail. The running time of the various methods that comprise this algorithm are described
in detail in chapter 2.
1.6.3 First highly flexible algorithm
BiNA can align undirected, unweighted protein interaction networks and undirected, weighted
gene-coexpression networks. BiNA can align within the same organism or across species, can
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align based on topology alone or using node labels or BLAST correspondence. Experiments
on aligning networks from different species are provided in chapters 2, 3 and 4. Experiments
outlining the alignment of networks within the same organism are provided in chapter 5. The
alignment techniques based on strict topology and discussion of applications of topology to the
alignment problem are provided in chapter 3.
1.6.4 Highly portable
BiNA has been implemented purely in Java to achieve maximum portability on Windows,
Mac and Linux/Unix systems). The BiNA webserver is user-friendly and accessible. The
architecture and implementation of the algorithm are discussed in chapter 6.
1.6.5 High accuracy in terms of biological performance
BiNA has been evaluated in several respects to assess the biological relevance of the algo-
rithm’s output. Several assessments currently available in the literature are:
• Detection of enriched GO Terms (chapters 2 and 3)
• Construction of phylogenies based on labeled and unlabeled protein-protein interaction
networks (chapter 3)
• Detection of orthologs (chapter 4)
1.6.6 Applied to important biological problems
BiNA has been applied to several important biological questions. Two of the applications
currently available in the literature are:
• Detection of orthologs based on protein-protein and gene coexpression networks (chapter
4)
• Detection of expression patterns in B-Cells (chapter 5)
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Figure 1.2 Slightly modified figure from Kalaev et al. (81). A seed defined by a
d -identical-spine subnet (d = 3 in the above example since there are 3 k -spines),
where the k -spines are restricted to be paths with identical topology. The dashed
blue line encloses one of the three k -spines. The phylogenetic tree used to order
the connection operation of the inter-layer edges of the k -spines is shown at the
top of the figure
Figure 1.3 Original figure from Flannick et al. (56). This figure shows the set of evolutionary
events that are computed by Graemlin’s node and edge feature functions. Graemlin
2.0 uses a phylogenetic tree with branch lengths to determine the events. First,
the species weight vectors (shown as gray boxes) at each internal node of the tree
are constructed; the weight vector represents the similarity of each extant species
to the internal node. Graemlin 2.0 uses these weight vectors to compute the likely
evolutionary events (shown as black boxes) that occur
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CHAPTER 2. BIOMOLECULAR NETWORK ALIGNMENT (BiNA)
TOOLKIT
Based on a paper titled ”Aligning Biomolecular Networks using Modular Graph Kernels”,
accepted for publication in WABI 20091
Fadi Towfic, M. Heather West Greenlee and Vasant Honavar
Abstract
Comparative analysis of biomolecular networks constructed using measurements from differ-
ent conditions, tissues, and organisms offer a powerful approach to understanding the structure,
function, dynamics, and evolution of complex biological systems. We explore a class of algo-
rithms for aligning large biomolecular networks by breaking down such networks into subgraphs
and computing the alignment of the networks based on the alignment of their subgraphs. The
resulting subnetworks are compared using graph kernels as scoring functions. We provide im-
plementations of the resulting algorithms as part of BiNA, an open source biomolecular network
alignment toolkit. Our experiments using Drosophila melanogaster, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Mus musculus and Homo sapiens protein-protein interaction networks extracted from the DIP
repository of protein-protein interaction data demonstrate that the performance of the pro-
posed algorithms (as measured by % GO term enrichment of subnetworks identified by the
alignment) is competitive with some of the state-of-the-art algorithms for pair-wise alignment
of large protein-protein interaction networks. Our results also show that the inter-species sim-
ilarity scores computed based on graph kernels can be used to cluster the species into a species
tree that is consistent with the known phylogenetic relationships among the species.
1Reproduced with permission from Springer
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2.1 Background and Motivation
The rapidly advancing field of systems biology aims to understand the structure, func-
tion, dynamics, and evolution of complex biological systems (29). Such an understanding
may be gained in terms of the underlying networks of interactions among the large number
of molecular participants involved including genes, proteins, and metabolites (165; 62). Of
particular interest in this context is the problem of comparing and aligning multiple networks
e.g., those generated from measurements taken under different conditions, different tissues, or
different organisms (139). Network alignment methods present a powerful approach for detect-
ing conserved modules across several networks constructed from different species, conditions
or timepoints. The detection of conserved network modules may allow the discovery of disease
pathways, proteins/genes critical to basic biological functions, and the prediction of protein
functions.
The problem of aligning two networks, in the absence of the knowledge of how each node
in one network maps to one or more nodes in the other network, requires solving the subgraph
isomorphism problem, which is known to be computationally intractable (NP-Hard) (61). How-
ever, in practice, it is possible to establish correspondence between nodes in the two networks
to be aligned and to design heuristics that strike a balance between the speed, accuracy and ro-
bustness of the alignment of large biological networks. For instance, MaWISh (97) is a pairwise
network alignment algorithm with a runtime complexity of O(mn) (where m and n are the num-
ber of vertices in the two networks being compared) that relies on a scoring function that takes
into account protein duplication events as well as interaction loss/gain events between pairs of
proteins to detect conserved protein clusters. Hopemap (149) is an iterative clustering-based
alignment algorithm for Protein-Protein Interaction networks. HopeMap starts by clustering
homologs based on their sequence similarity and already known KEGG/InParanoid Orthology
status. The algorithm then proceeds to search for strongly connected components and outputs
the conserved components that satisfy a predefined user threshold (149). Graemlin 2.0 is a lin-
ear time algorithm that relies on a feature-based scoring function to perform an approximate
global alignment of multiple networks. The scoring function for Graemlin 2.0 takes into account
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protein deletion, duplication, mutation, presence and count as well as edge/paralog deletion
across the different networks being aligned (56). NetworkBLAST-M (81) is a progressive mul-
tiple network alignment algorithm that constructs a layered alignment graph, where each layer
corresponds to a network and edges between layers connect homologs across different networks.
Highly conserved subnetworks from networks from different species are first aligned based on
highly conserved orthologous clusters, then the clusters are expanded using an iterative greedy
local search algorithm (81).
Against this background, we explore a class of algorithms for aligning large biomolecular
networks using a divide and conquer strategy that takes advantage of the modular substructure
of biological networks (67; 132; 70). The basic idea behind our approach is to align a pair of
networks based on the optimal alignments of the subnetworks of one network with the subnet-
works of the other. Different ways of decomposing a network into subnetworks in combination
with different choices of measures of similarity between a pair of subnetworks yield different
algorithms for aligning biomolecular networks.
We utilize variants of state-of-the-art graph kernels (22; 23), first developed for use in
training support vector machines for classification of graph-structured patterns, to compute
the similarity between two subgraphs. The use of graph kernels to align networks offers several
advantages: It is easy to substitute one graph kernel for another (to incorporate different
application-specific criteria) without changing the overall approach to aligning networks; it is
possible to combine multiple graph kernels to create more complex kernels (23) as needed.
Our experiments with the fly, yeast, mouse and human protein-protein interaction networks
extracted from DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins) (136) demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed approach for aligning large biomolecular networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 precisely formulates the problem of
aligning two biomolecular networks and describes the key elements of our proposed solution.
Section 3 describes the experimental setup and experimental results. Section 4 concludes with
a summary of the main contributions of the paper in the broader context of related literature
and a brief outline of some directions for further research.
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2.2 Problem Formulation
We consider the problem of pair-wise alignment of protein-protein interaction networks. We
model protein-protein interaction networks as undirected and unweighted graphs. In a protein-
protein interaction network, the vertices in the graph correspond to proteins and the edges
denote interactions between the two proteins. Let the graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) denote
two protein-protein interaction networks where V1 = {v11, v12, v13, ...v1n} and V2 = {v21, v22, v23, ...v2m},
respectively, denote the vertices of G1 and G2; and E1 and E2 denote the edges of G1 and G2
respectively. Let a matrix P with |V1| rows and |V2| columns (i.e, n×m matrix) denote a set
of matches between the vertices of G1 and G2. The mapping matrix P is defined such that
for any two vertices v1x and v
2
y (where 1 ≤ x ≤ n and 1 ≤ y ≤ m) from graphs G1 and G2,
respectively, Pv1xv2y = 1 if v
1
x from G1 is matched to v
2
y from G2 and Pv1xv2y = 0 if v
1
x in G1 is
not a match to v2y in G2. For example, the matches between nodes may be based on homology
between the sequences of the corresponding proteins. Thus, each node in G1 is matched to 0
or more nodes of G2 and vice versa. Note that the number of such matches for any node in G1
is much smaller than the total number of nodes in G2 and vice versa.
C1(L1, O1) is said to be a subgraph of G1(V1, E1) if L1 ⊂ V1 and O1 ⊂ E1 where O1
consists only of edges whose end points are in L1. We associate with the graphs G1(V1, E1)
and G2(V2, E2) sets of subgraphs S1 = {C1, C2, C3, ...Cl} and S2 = {Z1, Z2, Z3, .., Zw} (respec-
tively), where Ci(Li, Oi) 1 ≤ i ≤ l is a subgraph of G1 and Zj(Wj , Qj) 1 ≤ j ≤ w is a subgraph
of G2. Our basic strategy is to find a best match for each subgraph in S1 from S2 by optimizing
a scoring function, K(Ci, Zj), such that we obtain: (i) a set of vertices that satisfy Pv1xv2y = 1,
where v1x ∈ Li and v2y ∈ Wj and (ii) a set of edges where: if (v1x, v1d) is an edge in Oi, then
(v2y , v
2
g) is an edge in Qj where Pv1xv2y = 1 and Pv1dv2g
= 1. The resulting solution to the network
alignment problem satisfies the condition that each subgraph in S1 has at most one matching
subgraph in S2. Thus, a pairwise alignment of the networks G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) is ex-
pressed in terms of an optimal alignment among the sets of the corresponding sets of subgraphs
in S1 and S2.
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2.3 Algorithm
2.3.1 Divide: Partitioning methods
As noted earlier, our basic approach to aligning a pair of protein-protein interaction net-
works involves (a) decomposing each network into a collection of smaller subnetworks; (b)
compute the alignment of the two networks in terms of the optimal alignments of the sub-
networks of one network with the subnetworks of the other. Different choices of methods for
decomposing a network into subnetworks in combination with different choices of measures of
similarity between a pair of subnetworks yield different algorithms for aligning protein-protein
interaction networks. In our current implementation, we establish the matches between nodes
in the two protein-protein interaction networks to be aligned based on reciprocal BLASTp (3)
hits between the corresponding protein sequences. Thus, Pv1xv2y = 1 if and only if the corre-
sponding protein sequences of v1x and v
2
y are reciprocal BLASTp hits (74) for each other (at
some chosen user-specified threshold). Alternatively, the mapping can be established based on
known homologies (e.g between the human WNT1 and mouse Wnt1 proteins) (96; 30).
2.3.1.1 K-Hop
A k-hop neighborhood-based approach to alignment uses the notion of k -hop neighborhood.
The k -hop neighborhood of a vertex v1x ∈ V1 of the graph G1(V1, E1) is simply a subgraph of
G1 that connects v
1
x with the vertices in V1 that are reachable in k hops from v
1
x using the edges
in E1. Given two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), a mapping matrix P that associates each
vertex in V1 with zero or more vertices in V2 and a user-specified parameter k, we construct for
each vertex v1x ∈ V1 its corresponding k -hop neighborhood Cx in G1. We then use the mapping
matrix P to obtain the set of matches for vertex v1x among the vertices in V2; and construct
the k -hop neighborhood Zy for each matching vertex v
2
y in G2 and Pv1xv2y = 1. Let S(v
1
x, G2)
be the resulting collection of k -hop neighborhoods in G2 associated with the vertex v
1
x in G1.
We compare each k-hop subgraph Cx in G1 with each member of the corresponding collection
S(v1x, G2) to identify the k -hop subgraph of G2 that is the best match for Cx (based on a chosen
similarity measure). This process is illustrated in figure 2.1. The runtime complexity of the
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Figure 2.1 General schematic of the k-hop neighborhood alignment algorithm. The input
to the algorithm are two graphs (G1 and G2) with corresponding relationships
among their nodes using mapping matrix P (similarly colored nodes are sequence
homologous according to a BLAST search, for example Pv2v′6 = 1). The algorithm
starts at an arbitrary vertex in G1 (red vertex in the figure) and constructs a k-hop
neighborhood around the starting vertex (1-hop neighborhood in the figure). The
algorithm then matches each of the nodes in the 1-hop neighborhood subgraph from
G1 to nodes in G2 using mapping matrix P. 1-hop subgraphs are then constructed
around each of the matching vertices. The 1-hop subgraphs from G2 are then
compared using a scoring function (e.g. a graph kernel) to the 1-hop subgraph
from G1 and the maximum scoring match is returned.
k-hop neighborhood based network alignment algorithm is O(bmg) where m is the number of
nodes in the query network G1, b is the maximum number of matches in the target network
G2 for any node in the query network, and g is the running time of the similarity measure or
scoring function used to compare a pair of k -hop subnetworks.
2.3.1.2 Decomposing Networks Into Clusters
A graph clustering based alignment algorithm works as follows: Given two node-labeled
graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), and a mapping matrix P that associates each vertex in V1
with zero or more vertices in V2, we first extract collections of subgraphsH1 = {C1, C2, C3, ...Cl}
and H2 = {Z1, Z2, Z3, ...Zw} from G1 and G2 respectively. In principle, any graph clustering
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Figure 2.2 Schematic for the cluster-based alignment algorithm. The input to the algorithm
are two graphs (G1 and G2) with corresponding relationships among their nodes
using mapping matrix P (similarly colored nodes are sequence homologous accord-
ing to a BLAST search, for example Pv2v′2 = 1). Subgraphs are generated from
G1 and G2 using a graph clustering algorithm (e.g. bicomponent clusterer that
finds biconnected subgraphs) and the subgraphs from G1 are compared against
the subgraphs from G2 to find the best matching subgraphs using an appropriate
scoring function.
algorithm may be used to construct the subgraph sets H1 and H2. In our experiments, we
used the bicomponent clusterer as implemented in the JUNG (Java Universal Network/Graph)
framework (123; 163) to extract H1 and H2. Briefly, the bicomponent clusterer searches for all
biconnected components (graphs that cannot be disconnected by removing a single node/vertex
(68)) by traversing a graph in a depth-first manner (please see (111) for more details). Once
the subgraph sets H1 and H2 of the biconnected subgraphs of G1 and G2 (respectively) are
extracted, an all vs. all comparison is conducted to identify for each subgraph in H1, the best
matching subgraph in H2 using a scoring function (e.g. a graph kernel, see figure 2.2). The
running time complexity of this algorithm is O(lwg) where l is the number of clusters extracted
from the query network G1, w is the number of clusters extracted from the target network G2 ,
and g is the running time of the scoring function used to compare a pair of clusters (subgraphs).
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2.3.2 Conquer: Scoring Functions
We now proceed to describe the similarity measures or scoring functions used to compare a
pair of subgraphs (e.g., a pair of k -hop subgraphs or a pair of bi-component clusters described
above).
2.3.2.1 Shortest Path Graph Kernel
The shortest path graph kernel was first described by Borgwardt and Kriegel (22). As the
name implies, the kernel compares the length of the shortest paths between any two nodes
in a graph based on a pre-computed shortest-path distance. The shortest path distances for
each graph may be computed using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm as implemented in the CDK
(Chemistry Development Kit) package (143). We modified the Shortest-Path Graph Kernel to
take into account the sequence homology of nodes being compared as computed by BLAST (3).
The shortest path graph kernel for subgraphs ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs, bicomponent
clusters extracted from G1 and G2 respectively) is given by:































p) are the lengths of






p computed by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The
runtime of the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm is O(n3). The shortest path graph kernel has a
runtime of O(n4) (where n is the maximum number of nodes in larger of the two graphs being
compared). Please see figure 2.3 for a general outline of the comparison technique used by the
shortest-path graph kernel.
2.3.2.2 Random Walk Graph Kernel
The random walk graph kernel (157) has been previously utilized by Borgwardt et al. (23)
to compare protein-protein interaction networks. The random walk graph kernel for subgraphs
ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs, bicomponent clusters extracted from G1 and G2 respec-
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Figure 2.3 An example of the graph matching conducted by the shortest path graph kernel.
Similarly colored nodes are sequence homologous according to a BLAST search. As
can be seen from the figure, the graph kernel compares the lengths of the shortest
paths around homologous vertices across the two graphs. The red edges show
the matching shortest path in both graphs as computed by the graph kernel. The
shortest path distance graph kernel takes into account the sequence homology score
for the matching vertices across the two graphs as well as the distances between
the two matched vertices within the graphs.
tively) is given by:
K(ZG1 , ZG2) = p× (I− λKx)−1 × q (2.2)
where I is the identity matrix, λ is a user-specified variable controlling the length of the random
walks (a value of 0.01 was used for the experiments in this paper), Kx is an nm× nm matrix
(where n is the number of vertices in ZG1 and m is the number of vertices in ZG2 resulting
from the Kronecker product Kx = ZG1 ⊗ ZG2 , specifically,
Kαβ = δ(ZG1ij , ZG2kl ), α ≡ m(i− 1) + k, β ≡ m(j − 1) + l (2.3)






2 ; p and q are 1× nm and
nm×1 vectors used to obtain the sum of all the entries of the inverse expression ((I−λKx)−1).
We adapted the random walk graph kernel to align protein-protein interaction networks
by taking advantage of the reciprocal BLAST hits (RBH) among the proteins in the networks
from different species (74). Naive implementation of our modified random-walk graph kernel,
like the original random-walk graph kernel (157), has a runtime complexity of O(r6) (where
r = max(n,m)). This is due to the fact that the product graph’s adjacency matrix is nm×nm,
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Figure 2.4 An example of the graph matching conducted by the random walk graph kernel.
Similarly colored vertices are sequence homologous according to a BLAST search.
As can be seen from the figure, the graph kernel compares the neighborhood around
the starting vertices in each graph using random walks. Colored edges indicate
matching random walks across the two graphs of up to length 2. The random
walk graph kernel takes into account the sequence homology of the vertices visited
in the random walks across the two graphs as well as the general topology of the
neighborhood around the starting vertex.
and the matrix inverse operation takes O(h3) time, where h is the number of rows in the matrix
being inverted (thus, the total runtime is O((rm)3) or O(r6) where r = max(n,m)). However,
runtime complexity of the random walk graph kernel (and hence our modified random walk
graph kernel) can be improved to O(r3) by making use of the Sylvester equations as proposed
by Borgwardt et al. (23). Figure 2.4 illustrates the computation of the random walk graph
kernel.
2.3.2.3 Page Rank (topology based)
Based on the work of Brin and Page (27) and implemented in the Java Universal Net-
work/Graph Framework (123), the Page Rank score is calculated by first constructing a func-












where |V | is the number of nodes/vertices in G, degree(u) is the number of neighbors of node u
and α is a constant parameter describing the influence from each node u. In our experiments,
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α is set to 0.15. For nodes with no neighrbors, 1degree(u) is set to 0. The transition probability
of the Markov chain is then used to calculate the stationary probability of transitioning to each
node in the graph. Thus, this scoring function compares the transition probabilities around
each node in the graphs being compared and outputs a high score for graphs that have similar
topologies as measured by their transition probabilities and a low score otherwise.
2.3.2.4 Kullback–Leibler divergence of degree distributions (topology based)
In lieu of the Euclidean distance function used above, the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence
(103) can be used to calculate the difference between the two degree distributions from the k-
hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ). First, the degree distributions from the graphs are
converted to n-dimentional vectors h and k, respectively and the KL divergence between the











The advantage of this approach is that it is not as sensitive as Euclidean distance to bin
size or size of the graph due to the normalization procedure required to convert the degree
frequencies to probabilities. It is also relatively quick to calculate compared to the Random
Walk and Shortest Path Distance graph kernels.
2.3.2.5 Chi-square test between degree distributions (topology based)
The chi-square test (141) can also function as a similarity measure between degree distribu-
tions. The degree distributions from the k-hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ) are converted
to n-dimentional vectors h and k, respectively and Pearson’s cumulative test statistic is calcu-





Although this approach is slightly sensitive to large differences in the sizes of the graphs
being compared, it provides a rigid statistical comparison between the distributions and is less
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likely to be skewed by slight fluctuations between the degree distributions.
2.3.2.6 Pearson correlation between degree distributions (topology based)
Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient measures the linear dependence between
the two degree distributions represented as n-dimentional vectors h and k from the k-hop
subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ).
∑n
i=1 (hi − h¯)(ki − k¯)√∑n
i=1 (hi − h¯)2
√∑n
i=1 (ki − k¯)2
2.3.2.7 Spearman Rank correlation between degree distributions (topology
based)
Spearman’s rank correlation measures the linear dependence between the ranks of the n-
dimentional vectors h and k from the k-hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ). This non-
parametric correlation measure is more robust in dealing with frequency distributions that
may have a large discrepancy in their frequencies compared to their ranks. Spearman’s rank







Where di is defined as the difference between the ranks of the raw frequency counts hi and
ki
2.4 Summary and Discussion
Aligning biomolecular networks from different species, tissues and conditions allows of-
fers a powerful approach to discover shared components that can help explain the observed
phenotypes. Specifically, applications of network alignment allow the discovery of conserved
pathways among different species (88; 145), finding protein groups that are relevant to dis-
ease (77; 108), discovery of the chemical mechanism of metabolic reactions (134; 91) and more
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(172; 92; 137; 17; 1). We have explored a novel class of graph kernel based polynomial time al-
gorithms for aligning biomolecular networks. The proposed algorithms align large biomolecular
networks by decomposing them into easy to compare substructures. The resulting subnetworks
are compared using graph kernels as scoring functions. The modularity of kernels (35) offers
the possibility of constructing composite kernel functions using existing kernel functions that
capture different but complementary notions of similarity between graphs (23).
The runtime complexity of the k-hop neighborhood based alignment algorithm is O(bmg)
where m is the number of nodes in the query network G1, b is the maximum number of
matches in the target network G2 for any node in the query network, and g is the running time
of the similarity measure or scoring function used to compare a pair of k -hop subnetworks. The
running time complexity of this algorithm is O(lwg) where l is the number of clusters extracted
from the query network G1 , w is the number of clusters extracted from the target network G2 ,
and g is the running time of the scoring function used to compare a pair of clusters (subgraphs).
In comparison, the run-time complexity of NetworkBLAST-M (O((np)ds3s)), where n is the
number of nodes in each of the networks, s the number of networks, p an upper bound on the
node degree and d the number of seed spines used to generate the alignment. In the special case
of pairwise network alignment (s=2), the run-time complexity of NetworkBLAST reduces to
O((np)d). The runtime complexity of HopeMap is linear in terms of the total number of nodes
and edges in the alignment graph (149), which is O(2n + 2n2) in terms of the input graphs
(where each input graph has at most n nodes).
The k -hop network neighborhood based and bicomponent clustering based protein-protein
interaction network alignment algorithms are implemented in BiNA (http://www.cs.iastate.
edu/~ftowfic), an open source Biomolecular Network Alignment toolkit. The current imple-
mentation includes variants of the shortest path and random walk graph kernels for computing
similarity between pairs of subnetworks. The modular design of BiNA allows the incorporation
of alternative strategies for decomposing networks into subnetworks and alternative similarity
measures (e.g., kernel functions) for computing the similarity between subnetworks. Some in-
teresting directions for further work on the biomolecular network alignment algorithms include:
• Design of alternative measures of performance for assessing the quality of the generated
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network alignments.
• Algorithms for aligning networks that contain directed links, such as transcriptional reg-
ulatory networks, multiple types of nodes (proteins, DNA, RNA) and multiple types of
links.
• Extensions that allow the alignment of multiple networks.
• The use of more sophisticated graph-clustering algorithms (such as MCL (49)).
• Automated tuning of parameters (e.g λ for the random walk kernel) using parameter
learning techniques (56).
• Optimizations that reduce the runtime memory requirements of the algorithm.
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CHAPTER 3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TOPOLOGICAL VS.
NODE LABEL-BASED NETWORK ALIGNMENT
Paper submitted to ACM Bioinformatics and Computational Biology Conference
Fadi Towfic and Vasant Honavar
Abstract
With the advent of high-throughput methods for the generation of protein interaction and
gene-expression networks, an increasing number of systematic studies comparing protein and
gene interactions across tissues, organisms and systems are becoming available. As more ex-
pression and interaction data become available, algorithms for analyzing networks constructed
from such large datasets must be able to deal with tens to hundreds of networks that have thou-
sands to tens of thousands of genes and millions of edges. We have explored a set of scoring
functions that measure similarity between networks based on node-annotation as well as local
topology. Our results suggest a two-step framework for speeding up alignments of large net-
works by (1) optimally exploiting topological information to quickly compare global properties
of networks based on their structure, and (2) refining the comparison by conducting a thorough
alignment that exploits node labels and other external information for finding matching nodes.
We provide implementations of our algorithms as part of the Biomolecular Network Alignment
(BiNA) Toolkit.
3.1 Introduction
The advent of high-throughput methods for the generation of protein interaction and gene-
expression networks has enabled systematic studies comparing protein and gene interactions
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across tissues, organisms and systems. As more expression and interaction data become avail-
able, algorithms for analyzing such networks must be able to deal with large datasets of tens to
hundreds of networks that have thousands to tens of thousands of genes and millions of edges
(142; 73). Of particular interest is the problem of comparing and aligning multiple networks
(e.g., those generated from measurements taken under different conditions, different tissues, or
different organisms) (139).
Finding conserved subnetworks among a set of input networks may be utilized for the dis-
covery of conserved pathways among different species (88; 145), finding protein groups that
are relevant to disease (77; 108), discovery of the chemical mechanism of metabolic reac-
tions (134; 91) and more (92; 137; 17; 1). Currently, several algorithms are available for
comparing and aligning protein interaction networks. One class of network alignment algo-
rithms utilizes node-labels based on sequence, phylogenetic, or orthology annotation informa-
tion (81; 82; 57; 56; 149; 107; 152). Some examples of algorithms in this class are: MaW-
ISh (97) that takes into account protein duplication events as well as interaction loss/gain
events between pairs of proteins to align networks; IsoRankN (107) that maximizes the overall
match across a set of input networks by relying on similarity of neighborhoods between nodes;
Hopemap (149) which uses sequence homology together with InParanoid orthology groups (120)
and GO annotations to establish correspondences between proteins across two networks being
aligned. Hopemap-ko, a variant of Hopemap (149), uses KEGG orthologs (84) to align pairs of
proteins across the two networks. NetworkBLAST-M (81) uses phylogeny to drive the align-
ment whereas NetworkBLAST-ko exploits KEGG orthologs (84) to establish correspondences
between proteins across networks. Graemlin 2.0 (56) that utilizes a feature-based scoring func-
tion (incorporating penalties for protein deletion, duplication, mutation) and a phylogenetic
(species) tree to guide an approximate global alignment of multiple networks. Yu et al. (169)
have proposed an algorithm for aligning gene regulatory networks by by identifying DNA bind-
ing sites that are conserved across proteins in the two networks. Pinter et al. (127) and Ay et
al. (6) have recently introduced heuristic algorithms for aligning metabolic pathways.
Recently, another class of network comparison algorithms has been proposed. This class
relies strictly on local network topology to draw correspondence between nodes across two or
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more networks (102; 101). GRAAL (101) (GRAph ALigner), which utilizes graphlet topo-
logical signatures around nodes to measure the similarity of neighborhoods around nodes is
currently the only algorithm that can align networks strictly based on topology. The informa-
tion encoded in the topology of networks alone has been shown to contain enough signal to
ascertain phenotype (129), essential proteins (79), and cellular states (31; 94). Furthermore,
network alignments in general have been successfully utilized to reconstruct phylogenetic rela-
tionships among sets of species (101; 152). While topological information has been very useful
for comparing networks and extracting important biological information from network models,
the relationship between node labels and topology have not been fully explored in the context
of network alignment. Specifically, for a fixed alignment strategy, the relative contributions of
topological and node-label information have not been systematically explored in the literature.
Against this background, we adapted our network alignment algorithm, BiNA (Biomolec-
ular Network Alignment) (152; 151; 154), to include several scoring functions that calculate
similarity between networks strictly based on the topologies of the networks. Our topology-
based scoring functions include measures based on Page Rank, Kullback-Leibler divergence,
Chi-square test, pearson correlation, and spearman rank correlation between degree distribu-
tions. We sought to explore how node-labels in networks, specifically sequence-based labels,
contribute to network alignment performance in the context of finding subgraphs with sig-
nificantly enriched GO (Gene Ontology) terms and reconstructing phylogenetic relationships
between species. Our results suggest a two-step framework for speeding up alignments of
large networks by (1) optimally exploiting topological information to quickly compare global
properties of networks based on their structure, and (2) refining the comparison by conduct-
ing a thorough alignment that exploits node labels and other external information for finding
matching nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the dataset and methods
for aligning two biomolecular networks and describes our approach for exploiting the neighbor-
hood similarity measures for aligning networks and our experimental setup. Section 3 describes
our experimental results. Section 4 concludes with a summary of the main contributions of
the paper in the broader context of related literature and a brief outline of some directions for
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further research.
3.2 Materials and methods
The following section will introduce the datasets used in the analysis and define the net-
work alignment approach as well as each of the scoring functions used for matching nodes
across all the protein-protein interaction networks used in the experiments. Furthermore, we
introduce our evaluation approaches to determine how the performance of the alignment algo-
rithm changes with respect to the different information utilized in the alignment (node-label
based alignments vs pure topological alignments) and different scoring functions used in the
experimental setup.
3.2.1 Network Alignment Algorithm
The proteins in the DIP protein-protein interaction networks for mouse, human, yeast,
and fly were matched using BLAST as shown in figure 3.1. As can be seen from the figure,
protein-protein interaction networks are represented as two labeled graphs (graphs 1 and 2)
with weighted edges connecting sequence-homologous nodes across the two graphs. The BLAST
similarity scores are taken into account when comparing the neighborhoods around each of the
vertices in the graphs to reconstruct the KEGG orthologs. This graph representation is similar
to the representations used by NetworkBLAST (81), HopeMap (149), and Graemlin 2.0 (56).
A k-hop neighborhood-based approach to alignment uses the notion of k -hop neighborhood.
The k -hop neighborhood of a vertex v1x ∈ V1 of the graph G1(V1, E1) is simply a subgraph of
G1 that connects v
1
x with the vertices in V1 that are reachable in k hops from v
1
x using the
edges in E1. Given two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), a mapping matrix P that associates
each vertex in V1 with zero or more vertices in V2 (the matrix P can be constructed based on
BLAST matches) and a user-specified parameter k, we construct for each vertex v1x ∈ V1 its
corresponding k -hop neighborhood Cx in G1. We then use the mapping matrix P to obtain the
set of matches for vertex v1x among the vertices in V2; and construct the k -hop neighborhood
Zy for each matching vertex v
2
y in G2 and Pv1xv2y = 1. Let S(v
1
x, G2) be the resulting collection
of k -hop neighborhoods in G2 associated with the vertex v
1
x in G1. We compare each k-hop
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subgraph Cx in G1 with each member of the corresponding collection S(v
1
x, G2) to identify the
k -hop subgraph of G2 that is the best match for Cx (based on a chosen similarity measure).
3.2.1.1 Matching Based on Node Labels
In the k-Hop alignment algorithm, potential matches between nodes may be drawn based on
node labels (e.g., sequence homology between nodes based on BLASTp scores). The schematic
of the k-hop matching algorithm for k = 1 is shown in figure 3.1. The algorithm starts by
constructing a 1-hop vertex-induced subgraph around each node in Network 1 (list of nodes is
shown in the “Node from Network 1 column). After each of the 1-hop subgraphs is constructed
for the nodes in network 1 (see “1-hop subgraph from Network 1” column), a 1-hop vertex-
induced subgraph is also constructed around each homologous node in network 2 (see “Possible
match from Network 2” for possible matching subgraphs from network 2, and “Corresponding
node from Network 2” for each respective matching node from Network 2). A scoring function
(outlined in the “Scoring Functions” section below) is then used to estimate the best matching
subgraph from network 1 for each 1-hop neighborhood graph around nodes from network 2.
3.2.1.2 Matching based on topology
The k-Hop alignment algorithm, potential matches between nodes may be calculated strictly
based on the topology of the neighborhoods around each possible matching nodes. Using
this method, sequence homology (node colors) are completely ignored and, instead, a 1-hop
vertex induced subgraph is constructed for each node in network 2. The scoring function used
must then be able to differentiate good matches around the nodes strictly based on graph
topology with no sequence information to restrict the possible matches. The algorithm starts
by constructing a 1-hop vertex-induced subgraph around each node in Network 1. After each of
the 1-hop subgraphs is constructed for the nodes in network 1, a 1-hop vertex-induced subgraph
is also constructed around each node in network 2. A scoring function (outlined in the “Scoring
Functions” section below) is then used to estimate the best matching subgraph from network
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of k-hop network alignment algorithm (with k = 1 in this example) using
sequence-homology to label (color) nodes. In this figure, sequence-homologous
nodes as detected by BLASTp are given the same color. Please refer to the text
for a full description of the algorithm. Briefly, the algorithm constructs a 1-hop
neighborhood for each node in network 1 and uses a scoring function to calculate
the best matching neighborhood in network 2 based on homologous nodes (similarly
colored nodes) in network 2.
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3.2.2 Scoring Functions
In this section, we will introduce our functions used to calculate scores for possible matches
between k-hop subgraphs based on node-labels and topology (dubbed “Node-label based” be-
low) or strictly topology based scoring functions based on comparing the degree distributions
or pagerank of k-hop subgraphs (dubbed “topology based” below).
3.2.2.1 Shortest path distance graph kernel (node-label based)
As originally described by Borgwardt and Kriegel (22), the shortest path graph kernel
measures the similarity of two given graphs based on the number of matching shortest path
distances between them. We have previously adapted this kernel to take into account the node-
labels as measured by BLAST homology scores between nodes (152). The kernel compares the
length of the shortest paths between any two nodes in a graph based on a pre-computed
shortest-path distance. The shortest path distances for each graph may be computed using
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, for example. We modified the Shortest-Path Graph Kernel to
take into account the sequence homology of nodes being compared as computed by BLAST
(3). Thus, the shortest path graph kernel for subgraphs ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs
from G1 and G2 respectively) is given by:




























k)×δ(v1j , v2p)×d(v1i , v1j )×d(v2k, v2p). The BLAST homology



























by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The shortest path graph kernel has a runtime of O(n4)
(where n is the maximum number of nodes in larger of the two graphs being compared).
3.2.2.2 Random walk graph kernel (node-label based)
As originally described by Vishwanathan et al. (157) and utilized by Borgwardt et al. (23),
the random walk graph kernel compares the transition probabilities from one node to another
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across two graphs. In our previous work, we modified this kernel to take into account the
node-labels as measured by BLAST homology scores between nodes (152). Briefly, the random
walk graph kernel for subgraphs ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs extracted from G1 and
G2 respectively) is given by:
K(ZG1 , ZG2) = p× (I− λKx)−1 × q (3.1)
where I is the identity matrix, λ is a user-specified variable controlling the length of the random
walks (a value of 0.01 was used for the experiments in this paper), Kx is an nm× nm matrix
(where n is the number of vertices in ZG1 and m is the number of vertices in ZG2 resulting
from the Kronecker product Kx = ZG1 ⊗ ZG2 , specifically,
Kαβ = δ(ZG1ij , ZG2kl ), α ≡ m(i− 1) + k, β ≡ m(j − 1) + l (3.2)






2 ; p and q are 1 × nm and nm × 1 vectors used to
obtain the sum of all the entries of the inverse expression ((I− λKx)−1).
Our modified random walk graph kernel can align protein-protein interaction networks and
gene-coexpression networks by taking advantage of the reciprocal BLAST hits (RBH) among
the proteins in the networks from different species (74). Naive implementation of our modified
random-walk graph kernel, like the original random-walk graph kernel (157), has a runtime
complexity of O(r6) (where r = max(n,m)). This is due to the fact that the product graph’s
adjacency matrix is nm× nm, and the matrix inverse operation takes O(h3) time, where h is
the number of rows in the matrix being inverted (thus, the total runtime is O((rm)3) or O(r6)
where r = max(n,m)). However, runtime complexity of the random walk graph kernel (and
hence our modified random walk graph kernel) can be improved to O(r3) by making use of the
Sylvester equations as proposed by Borgwardt et al. (23).
3.2.2.3 Page rank (topology based)
Based on the work of Brin and Page (27) and implemented in the Java Universal Net-
work/Graph Framework (123), the Page Rank score is calculated by first constructing a func-
tion measuring the transition probability around each node u in the undirected graph G(V,E)
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Figure 3.2 Example of degree distributions used for Euclidean distance, Kullback–Leibler di-
vergence, Chi-square test, Pearson correlation, and Spearman Rank correlation for
topology-based scoring between pairs of k-hop subgraphs. The x-axis is the degree
of a node and the y-axis is the number of nodes with that degree (P(Degree)). As
can be seen from the figure, the protein interaction networks exhibit scale-free like












where |V | is the number of nodes/vertices in G, degree(u) is the number of neighbors of node u
and α is a constant parameter describing the influence from each node u. In our experiments,
α is set to 0.15. For nodes with no neighrbors, 1degree(u) is set to 0. The transition probability
of the Markov chain is then used to calculate the stationary probability of transitioning to each
node in the graph. Thus, this scoring function compares the transition probabilities around
each node in the graphs being compared and outputs a high score for graphs that have similar
topologies as measured by their transition probabilities and a low score otherwise.
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3.2.2.4 Kullback–Leibler divergence of degree distributions (topology based)
In lieu of the Euclidean distance function used above, the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence
(103) can be used to calculate the difference between the two degree distributions from the k-
hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ). First, the degree distributions from the graphs are
converted to n-dimensional vectors h and k, respectively and the KL divergence between the











The advantage of this approach is that it is not as sensitive as Euclidean distance to bin
size or size of the graph due to the normalization procedure required to convert the degree
frequencies to probabilities. It is also relatively quick to calculate compared to the Random
Walk and Shortest Path Distance graph kernels.
3.2.2.5 Chi-square test statistic between degree distributions (topology based)
The chi-square test (141) statistic can also function as a similarity measure between degree
distributions. The degree distributions from the k-hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ) are
converted to n-dimensional vectors h and k, respectively and Pearson’s cumulative test statistic





Although this approach is slightly sensitive to large differences in the sizes of the graphs
being compared, it provides a rigid statistical comparison between the distributions and is less
likely to be skewed by slight fluctuations between the degree distributions.
3.2.2.6 Pearson correlation between degree distributions (topology based)
Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient measures the linear dependence between
the two degree distributions represented as n-dimensional vectors h and k from the k-hop
subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ).
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∑n
i=1 (hi − h¯)(ki − k¯)√∑n
i=1 (hi − h¯)2
√∑n
i=1 (ki − k¯)2
3.2.2.7 Spearman rank correlation between degree distributions (topology based)
Spearman’s rank correlation measures the linear dependence between the ranks of the n-
dimensional vectors h and k from the k-hop subgraphs H(Q,W ) and K(R, T ). This non-
parametric correlation measure is more robust in dealing with frequency distributions that
may have a large discrepancy in their frequencies compared to their ranks. Spearman’s rank







Where di is defined as the difference between the ranks of the raw frequency counts hi and
ki
3.2.3 Datasets
The yeast, fly, mouse and human protein-protein interaction networks were obtained from
the Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) release 1/26/2009 (136). The sequences for each
dataset were obtained from uniprot release 14 (11). The DIP sequence ids were matched against
their uniprot counterparts using a mapping table provided on the DIP website. All proteins
from DIP that had obsolete uniprot IDs or were otherwise not available in release 14 of the
uniprot database were removed from the dataset. The fly, yeast, mouse and human protein-
protein interaction networks consisted of 6, 645, 4, 953, 424 and 1, 321 nodes and 20, 010, 17, 590,
384 and 1, 716 edges, respectively. The protein sequences for each dataset were downloaded
from uniprot (11). BLASTp (3) with a cutoff of 1×10−10 was used to match protein sequences
across species. The KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) (83) orthology and
uniprot annotations for all species were downloaded from the KEGG website and matched
against the uniprot id’s for the proteins in the DIP datasets.
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3.2.4 Evaluation of Alignment
3.2.4.1 Gene-ontology enrichment of matching subgraphs
We utilize Kalaev et al.’s approach to evaluate network alignments as described in the
NetworkBLAST (82) and the HopeMap (149) papers. Recall from “Network Alignment Al-
gorithm” section that the output of the alignment algorithm is a set of subgraphs S1 and
S2 (corresponding to the query and target networks, respectively). The set of subgraphs
S2 = {Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., Zw} in the target network are queried for overrepresented Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO) categories from the biological process GO hierarchy (4). An implementation of the
GO enchrichment algorithm (GOTermFinder (24) tool) was used to calculate the enrichment
p-values (with p-value significance cutoff = 0.05) and corrected for multiple testing using the
false discovery rate. GOTermFinder computes p-values given a set of GO annotations for a
set of proteins in subgraphs Z1..w based on the number of proteins in the subgraph Zx (where
1 ≤ x ≤ w, and the number of vertices in Zx is r) and the number of proteins in the genome of
the target network (n) and their respective GO annotation. The hypergeometric distribution is
utilized to calculate the p-value is computed based on the probability of k or more out of r pro-
teins being assigned a given annotation (where k is the number of proteins in the subgraph Zx
possessing the GO category of interest), given that y of n proteins possess such an annotation in
the genome in general. The number of subgraphs, f , that had one or more GO categories over-
represented is calculated (where f ≤ w) and the fraction of subgraphs from the target network
that had a significant number of GO categories overrepresented is then computed ( fw × 100,
% coherent subnetworks). Specificity of the alignment method is measured by the percent of
coherent subnetworks discovered for each species while the sensitivity is indicated by the num-
ber of distinct GO categories covered by the functionally coherent subnetworks. The purpose
of this evaluation approach is to determine whether or not the matching subgraphs found in
the target network represent a functional module/pathway (functionally coherent subgraphs)
based on the GO annotation of the proteins in the subgraph. We compare the results from
running the network alignments using the various comparison strategies described in the “Scor-
ing Functions” sections to our previous results (152) compared against NetworkBLAST-M and
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HopeMap.
3.2.4.2 Construction of phylogenetic trees based on network alignment and
bootstrapping
A set of symmetric 4×4 distance matrices using the alignment scores across the 4 networks
was constructed. Each matrix was constructed using one of the seven scoring functions discussed
in section 2. The distance matrix was normalized such that the diagonals contained 0 and the
off diagonals contained the distance comparing the network from row i with network in column
j where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 (where a distance of 0 implied a perfect match and distances greater
than 0 denoted increasingly worse matches). A phylogeny based on each distance matrix
was constructed using Phylip’s (53) neighbor-joining program. The tree produced by phylip
was bootstrapped (46; 52) by sampling randomly (with replacement) from all the nodes in
the 4 networks 100 times and reconstructing the distance matrices 100 times, once for each
bootstrap iteration. This random resampling results in 100 distance matrices that are then
fed into the same neighbor-joining algorithm to construct 100 phylogenetic trees. Phylip’s
“consense” program was used to merge the 100 trees and to compute majority-rule consensus
trees. The majority rule consensus approach has been shown to minimize the number of false
groupings and provides a good summary of the posterior distribution over the trees that were
used to construct the consensus tree (75). TreeView (124) was used to visualize the trees.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Performance as Measured by GO Enrichment
Detection of conserved subnetworks with a a significant number of enriched GO terms
provides a general idea of the alignment algorithm’s capability of detecting generally similar
regions across two networks. Previously, we showed that BiNA is capable of detecting signif-
icantly GO-term enriched regions in networks compared to algorithms that exploit orthology
relationships between nodes, as opposed to just sequence-level information that was utilized by
BiNA (152). Furthermore, we showed that BiNA is also capable of detecting orthologs based
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on protein-protein interaction networks and gene-coexpression networks (154), making BiNA
a viable basis for exploring how topology-based measures can best be utilized for aligning net-
works. Our first experiment utilized BiNA’s label-based k-hop matching algorithm described
in the “Matching Based on Node Labels” section. Briefly, this approach relies on sequence in-
formation to narrow down possible candidate matches for nodes from network 1 to nodes from
network 2. Once the candidate nodes are obtained, their neighborhoods are compared based
on one of the seven scoring functions described in section 2. The results from this experiment
are shown in table 1.
As can be seen from table 1, scoring functions that utilized both sequence-level as well as
topological signals (i.e., the Shortest Path and Random Walk functions) generally performed
better compared to scoring functions that relied on topological information alone (i.e., Page
Rank, Kullback-Leibler divergence, Chi-squared test, pearson and spearman correlation) if the
observation is limited to strictly the same number of hops. However, increasing the size of
the neighborhood around potential match candidates to 2 and 3 hops generally improves the
performance of all scoring functions, especially the topological scoring functions.
This pattern is seen again in table 2, which compares the performance of scoring functions
using an alignment that does not use any node-label information at all (see “Matching Based on
Topology” section for details). This is expected since a larger neighborhood helps improve the
topological signal around each node resulting in a more defined degree distribution. Although
none of the topological scoring functions completely match the performance of the scoring
functions that also exploit node labels (in the form of alignment scores between sequences), it
should be noted that the running times for the topological functions are generally much quicker
compared to the Shortest Path kernel (O(n4)) and Random Walk Kernel (O(n6)). Specifically,
the Page Rank scoring function has O(n4) and the degree-distribution based functions have
O(n) running time, where n is the number of nodes in the neighborhoods being compared.
Together, those results suggest that topology carries significant information that can help in
detecting matching regions between any two networks. However, comparing the results of
the same scoring functions between tables 1 and 2, it is clear that node labels are helpful
in improving the performance (as measured by GO Term enrichment in matched subgraphs).
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This suggests that algorithms that are able to exploit topology very well to align networks can
further improve their performance by considering node labels.
3.3.2 Reconstruction of Phylogenetic Relationships
Although GO enrichment can provide a general measure of performance indicating the cohe-
siveness of detected matches (82; 81), the assumption of independence between GO Terms and
gaps in the Gene Ontology annotation of some genes makes this measure’s use for extrapolating
the performance results to biological annotations problematic. As network alignments in general
have been successfully utilized to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships among sets of species
(101; 152). We sought to quantify the performance of the topological and node-label based
scoring functions based on their ability to reconstruct known biological relationships between
the species being aligned. Our full procedure is described in section 2. Briefly, we construct
bootstrapped phylogenetic trees based on each of our seven scoring functions and alignment
approach (label-based or pure topology based). The bootstrap values on the branches provide
a confidence measure of the alignment based on the scoring function described. Figure 3 shows
an example of the bootstrapped trees constructed based on the Random Walk Graph Kernel.
The left panel of figure 3 shows the bootstrapped tree based on the labeled alignment and the
right panel shows the bootstrapped tree based on the purely topological alignment. As can
be seen from the figure, although both trees show similar topologies, the bootstrap values are
higher for the alignment utilizing the node labels alongside the local network topology. This
result is more clearly shown in table 3, which compares the bootstrap performance in recon-
structing phylogenetic relationships between mouse-human and fly-yeast branches based on the
label and strictly topological alignments. Taken together with the GO enrichment results, the
experiments shown here indicate that node labels, if available, can be very useful for improving
the performance of network alignment. Furthermore, topology-based alignments, if used as a


































Network-BLAST-ko 100 9 100 8 - - - -
Hope-Map-ko 100 24 92 24 - - - -
SP 1Hop 100 51 78 22 53 19 85 70
RW 1Hop 100 71 85 19 100 1 100 8
SP 2Hop 100 46 76 9 94 4 100 13
RW 2Hop 100 107 100 1 94 4 100 17
PR 1Hop 91 62 54 36 50 30 66 47
KL 1Hop 79 292 32 135 40 51 44 59
Pearson 1Hop 79 293 32 135 48 46 59 41
Spearman 1Hop 79 293 32 135 48 46 59 41
Chi 1Hop 79 292 32 135 40 51 45 59
PR 2Hop 99 63 68 37 72 23 85 32
KL 2Hop 97 187 62 108 64 41 73 42
Pearson 2Hop 97 185 62 108 69 32 90 22
Spearman 2Hop 97 185 62 108 69 32 90 22
Chi 2Hop 97 187 68 37 64 41 74 41
PR 3Hop 100 8 76 7 68 13 86 18
KL 3Hop 98 45 62 24 68 31 67 25
Pearson 3Hop 98 45 61 24 69 27 66 13
Spearman 3Hop 98 45 61 24 69 26 66 13
Chi 3Hop 98 45 63 24 69 31 68 25
Table 3.1 Comparison of Graph Kernel Performance using BLAST to match initial node cen-
ters in K-Hop alignment between human (Hs), mouse (Mm), yeast (Sc) and fly
(Dm). Bold entries are adapted from our previous results on K-hop alignments
(152). The methods are denoted as SP (Shortest Path), RW (Random Walk),
PR (Page Rank), KL (Kullback–Leibler divergence), Pearson (Pearson correlation),




































99 9 63 11 98 4 31 5
KL
1Hop
70 9 80 4 2 1 3 1
Pearson
1Hop
70 9 80 4 0 0 3 2
Spearman
1Hop
89 13 80 4 0 0 3 2
Chi
1Hop
70 9 16 3 0 0 2 1
PR
2Hop
98 16 93 12 92 9 74 7
KL
2Hop
89 12 80 4 57 4 40 3
Pearson
2Hop
89 13 80 4 58 5 41 3
Spearman
2Hop
70 9 80 4 58 5 41 3
Chi
2Hop
89 12 80 4 59 4 41 3
Table 3.2 Comparison of Graph Kernel Performance using pure topological alignment
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of bootstrapped trees constructed based on the labeled alignment
using the KL scoring function (left) and the purely topological global comparison
using the same scoring function (right) between human (Hs), mouse (Mm), yeast
(Sc) and fly (Dm)
up network alignments. This is especially important in the case of gene-coexpression networks
that can grow to tens of thousands of nodes and millions of edges.
3.4 Discussion and conclusions
With the availability of high-throughput methods for the generation of protein interaction
and gene-expression networks, large systematic studies comparing protein and gene interactions
across tissues, organisms and systems have become more common. Such studies regularly
produce large gene expression and protein interaction data in the form of gene-coexpression
and protein-protein interaction networks. Thus, algorithms for analyzing such networks must
be able to deal with large datasets of tens to hundreds of networks that have thousands to tens
of thousands of genes and millions of edges (142; 73). Of particular interest is the problem
of comparing and aligning multiple networks (e.g., those generated from measurements taken
under different conditions, different tissues, or different organisms) (139). Specifically, as more
and more large networks become available for comparison, strategies for speeding up alignment
algorithms become very important. While topological information has been very useful for






















SP 2Hop 100 100 100 0
RW 2Hop 100 100 100 0
PR 2Hop 97 99 0 100
KL 2Hop 100 100 100 0
Pearson
2Hop
100 100 100 0
Spearman
2Hop
100 100 100 0
Chi 2Hop 100 100 100 0
Average 99.57 99.85 85.71 14.28
Table 3.3 Comparison of the bootstrap performance in reconstructing phylogenetic relation-
ships between mouse-human and fly-yeast branches
relationship between node labels and topology have not been fully explored in the context of
network alignment. Specifically, the question of how information from network topology and
node-labels can interplay and affect alignment performance given a fixed alignment strategy
has not been fully addressed in the literature.
We have explored a set of scoring functions that measure similarity between networks based
on node-annotation as well as local topology (Random Walk and Shortest Path scoring func-
tions), as well as scoring functions that are strictly topology based (Page Rank, Kullback-
Leibler divergence, Chi-squared test, pearson and spearman correlation). While the latter
group of functions is significantly faster to compute (having computational complexity of O(n)
for chi-squared, pearson, and KL, O(n log(n)) for spearman rank correlation, where n is num-
ber of nodes in the largest subgraph being compared) and generally perform well with respect
to reconstructing biological/phylogenetic relationships, we have shown that node annotations
can improve the performance even further at the cost of computational time (the shortest path
graph kernel has a computational complexity of O(n4) and the random walk graph kernel has
a complexity of O(n6)).
In general, our label-based k-hop approach has a running time complexity of O(bmg) (152)
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where m is the number of nodes in the query network, b is the maximum number of matches
(e.g., BLAST-based matches) in the target network for any node in the query network, and
g is the running time of the similarity measure or scoring function used to compare a pair
of k -hop subnetworks (O(n) for Kullback-Leibler divergence, Chi-squared test and pearson,
O(n log(n)) for spearman correlation and O(n4) for Shortest path kernel and O(n6) for random
walk kernel, where n is number of nodes in the largest subgraph being compared). In the naive
case where no node labels/sequence similarity information is considered, b is equal to l, the
total number of nodes in the target network. On the other hand, when node labels/sequence
similarity information is used in determining the matches, b << l.
Thus, our results suggest a two-step framework for speeding up alignments of large networks
by (1) optimally exploiting topological information to quickly compare global properties of
networks based on their structure, and (2) refining the comparison by conducting a thorough
alignment that exploits node labels and other external information for finding matching nodes1.
The network alignment algorithms, both node-label and strictly topological, are imple-
mented in BiNA (http://www.cs.iastate.edu/~ftowfic), an open source Biomolecular Net-
work Alignment toolkit. The modular design of BiNA allows the incorporation of alternative
strategies for decomposing networks into subnetworks and alternative similarity measures (e.g.,
scoring functions) for computing the similarity between nodes. Some interesting directions for
further work on the biomolecular network alignment algorithms include the exploration of the
use of topology in different types of networks (such as gene co-expression networks and tran-
scriptional regulatory networks) for detecting topological matches and exploring integrated
methods for exploiting new combinations of node labels generate speedy alignments without
losing matching accuracy.
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CHAPTER 4. DETECTION OF GENE ORTHOLOGY FROM GENE
CO-EXPRESSION AND PROTEIN INTERACTION NETWORKS
Paper originally appeared in BMC Bioinformatics, vol 7, 20101
Fadi Towfic, Susan VanderPlas, Casey A. Oliver, Oliver Couture, Christopher K. Tuggle, M.
Heather West Greenlee and Vasant Honavar
Abstract
Background: Ortholog detection methods present a powerful approach for finding genes
that participate in similar biological processes across different organisms, extending our un-
derstanding of interactions between genes across different pathways, and understanding the
evolution of gene families.
Results: We exploit features derived from the alignment of protein-protein interaction
networks and gene-coexpression networks to reconstruct KEGG orthologs for Drosophila melanogaster,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Mus musculus and Homo sapiens protein-protein interaction net-
works extracted from the DIP repository and Mus musculus and Homo sapiens and Sus scrofa
gene coexpression networks extracted from NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus using the deci-
sion tree, Naive-Bayes and Support Vector Machine classification algorithms.
Conclusions: The performance of our classifiers in reconstructing KEGG orthologs is
compared against a basic reciprocal BLAST hit approach. We provide implementations of the
resulting algorithms as part of BiNA, an open source biomolecular network alignment toolkit.
1Copyright retained by authors
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4.1 Introduction
With the advent of fast and relatively inexpensive sequencing technology, it has become
possible to access and compare genomes from a wide range of organisms including many eu-
karyotes as well as bacteria and archea through databases such as GenBank (18), Ensembl (58),
PlantGDB (43) and others (33; 25; 21). The availability of genomes from such a wide range of
organisms has enabled the comparison and analysis of evolutionary relationships among genes
across organisms through the reconstruction of phylogenies (161), common pathways (83; 112),
and comparing gene functions (133; 47). Of particular interest in this context is the prob-
lem of finding genes originating from a single gene from a common ancestor of the compared
genomes (orthologs) (96). Ortholog detection methods present a powerful approach for finding
genes that participate in similar biological processes across different organisms, extending our
understanding of interactions between genes across different pathways, and understanding the
evolution of gene families.
Several sequence-based approaches currently exist for finding orthologous genes among a set
of genomes. For instance, one of the simplest methods is to utilize reciprocal best BLAST
hits (3) across a set of species to identify orthologs (74). The COGs (Clusters of Orthologous
Groups) approach (148), for example, defines orthologs as sets of proteins that are recipro-
cal best BLAST hits across a minimum of three species. Another possible approach utilized
by databases such as InParanoid (120) and OrthoMCL (106) consists of an iterative BLAST
search to construct the reciprocal BLAST hits, and a second step that clusters the reciprocal
hits to achieve greater sensitivity. InParanoid uses a pre-defined set of rules to construct its
clusters, while OrthoMCL utilizes a sequence-based Markov clustering algorithm for clustering
its proteins/genes into ortholog groups. Other approaches, such as PhyOP (65), RAP (44) and
others (133; 83; 161; 47) identify orthologous genes/proteins by utilizing phylogenetic analysis
to explicitly exploit the evolutionary rates across the species being compared. Such approaches
account for the different mutation rates accumulated by the various species being compared,
thus allowing greater sensitivity in detecting the pairs of genes/proteins to be classified as
orthologous. Methods such as those utilized by Fu et al. consider gene order and rearrange-
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ments in detecting orthologs (60). Recently, with the availability of large-scale analysis of
protein-protein interactions, protein-protein interaction networks have also been considered in
detecting orthologous genes. Ogata et al. utilized a graph comparison algorithm to compare
protein-protein interaction networks and determined orthologs by matching the nodes in the
protein-protein interaction graphs (122). Bandyopadhyay et al. utilized the PathBLAST path-
way alignment algorithm to detect orthologs (13). Another method utilized by databases such
as KEGG is to manually construct orthology groups based on a combination of features such
as sequence similarity, pathway interactions, and phylogenetic analysis (112; 83).
Against this background, we explore a set of graph features that may be utilized in detect-
ing orthologs based on sequence similarity as well as the similarity of their neighborhoods in
protein-protein interaction and gene coexpression networks. Furthermore, we construct a set of
classifiers that utilize the above features and compare the classifiers to the reciprocal BLAST
hits approached for the reconstruction of KEGG orthologs (83). The basic idea behind our
approach is to align a pair of protein-protein interaction/gene coexpression networks and scan
the alignment for all possible matches that a node (protein) from one network can pair with
in the other network. We then train decision tree (164), Naive-Bayes (117), Support Vector
Machine (36), and an ensemble classifier (41) that utilize features from the alignment algorithm
to identify KEGG orthologs and we compare the performance of the classifiers to the reciprocal
BLAST hit method.
We utilize the alignment algorithms available as part of the BiNA (Biomolecular Network
Alignment) toolkit (153) as well as graph features extracted from the aligned networks such
as degree distribution, BaryCenter (163), betweenness (162) and HITS (Hubs and Authorities)
(93) centrality measures. Our experiments with the fly, yeast, mouse and human protein-protein
interaction networks extracted from DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins) (136) as well as
the mouse and human gene expression data extracted from NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) (45) demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach for detecting KEGG orthologs.
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4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Dataset
The yeast, fly, mouse and human protein-protein interaction networks were obtained from
the Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) release 1/26/2009 (136). The sequences for each
dataset were obtained from uniprot release 14 (11). The DIP sequence ids were matched against
their uniprot counterparts using a mapping table provided on the DIP website. All proteins
from DIP that had obsolete uniprot IDs or were otherwise not available in release 14 of the
uniprot database were removed from the dataset. The fly, yeast, mouse and human protein-
protein interaction networks consisted of 6, 645, 4, 953, 424 and 1, 321 nodes and 20, 010, 17, 590,
384 and 1, 716 edges, respectively. The protein sequences for each dataset were downloaded
from uniprot (11). BLASTp (3) with a cutoff of 1×10−10 was used to match protein sequences
across species. The KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) (83) orthology and
uniprot annotations for all species were downloaded from the KEGG website and matched
against the uniprot id’s for the proteins in the datasets.
For detecting orthologs based on gene-coexpression networks, Affymetrix gene expression
data was collected from the GEO database for experiments in selected tissues in pigs (Sus
scrofa) (54), humans (Homo sapiens) (166), and mice (Mus musculus) (146). The collected
tissues were: adrenal gland, hypothalamus, spleen, thyroid, liver, small intestine, stomach,
fat, lymph node, skeletal muscle, olfactory bulb, ovary, and testes. All expression data were
taken from healthy animals. Data from each tissue for a given species were obtained from the
same Affy platform. Probe IDs contained in the data were matched with gene IDs, and all
available probe expression values for each gene were averaged to obtain one expression value
per gene per tissue. Gene sequences were collected from NCBI Entrez (110) and compared
across species bidirectionally to identify gene homology. BLASTn (3) with a cutoff of 1×10−10
was used to match gene sequences across species. The KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes) (83) orthology and entrez gene id annotations for all species were downloaded
from the KEGG website and matched against the gene id’s for the genes in the datasets.
The microarray expression measures were utilized to compute the pairwise Spearman rank
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correlations between all pairs of genes were calculated, with links with with an absolute value
correlation cutoff of 0.8 or higher being retained in the resulting weighted graph.
4.2.2 Graph representation of BLAST orthologs
The proteins in the DIP protein-protein interaction networks for mouse, human, yeast, and
fly as well as the gene coexpression networks for mouse, human and pig from GEO were matched
using BLAST as shown in Figure 4.1. As can be seen from the figure, each protein-protein
interaction network or gene coexpression network is represented as a labeled graph (graphs 1
and 2). In the case of protein interaction networks, the graphs (graphs 1 and 2) are unweighted,
whereas in the case of gene coexpression networks, the graphs are weighted (where the weights
on the edges denote the pairwise correlation in the expression of the corresponding genes). The
BLAST similarity scores are taken into account when comparing the neighborhoods around
each of the vertices in the graphs to reconstruct the KEGG orthologs. Please note that the
sequence homologous nodes across the two graphs in Figure 4.1 have the same color. A k-hop
neighborhood-based approach to alignment uses the notion of k -hop neighborhood. The k -hop
neighborhood of a vertex v1x ∈ V1 of the graph G1(V1, E1) is simply a subgraph of G1 that
connects v1x with the vertices in V1 that are reachable in k hops from v
1
x using the edges in
E1. Given two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), a mapping matrix P that associates each
vertex in V1 with zero or more vertices in V2 (the matrix P can be constructed based on
BLAST matches) and a user-specified parameter k, we construct for each vertex v1x ∈ V1 its
corresponding k -hop neighborhood Cx in G1. We then use the mapping matrix P to obtain the
set of matches for vertex v1x among the vertices in V2; and construct the k -hop neighborhood
Zy for each matching vertex v
2
y in G2 and Pv1xv2y = 1. Let S(v
1
x, G2) be the resulting collection
of k -hop neighborhoods in G2 associated with the vertex v
1
x in G1. We compare each k-hop
subgraph Cx in G1 with each member of the corresponding collection S(v
1
x, G2) to identify the
k -hop subgraph of G2 that is the best match for Cx (based on a chosen similarity measure).
Figure 4.1 illustrates this process.
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Shortest path graph kernel score
The shortest path graph kernel was first described by Borgwardt and Kriegel (22). As the
name implies, the kernel compares the length of the shortest paths between any two nodes
in a graph based on a pre-computed shortest-path distance. The shortest path distances for
each graph may be computed using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm as implemented in the CDK
(Chemistry Development Kit) package (143). We modified the Shortest-Path Graph Kernel to
take into account the sequence homology of nodes being compared as computed by BLAST (3).
The shortest path graph kernel for subgraphs ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs, bicomponent
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p computed by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. For
gene-coexpression network, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm takes into account the weight of the
edges (correlations) in the graphs. The runtime of the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm is O(n3). The
shortest path graph kernel has a runtime of O(n4) (where n is the maximum number of nodes
in larger of the two graphs being compared). Please see Figure 4.2 for a general outline of the
comparison technique used by the shortest-path graph kernel.
4.2.3 Random walk graph kernel score
The random walk graph kernel (23) has been previously utilized by Borgwardt et al. (23)
to compare protein-protein interaction networks. The random walk graph kernel for subgraphs
ZG1 and ZG2 (e.g., k -hop subgraphs, bicomponent clusters extracted from G1 and G2 respec-
tively) is given by:
K(ZG1 , ZG2) = p× (I− λKx)−1 × q (4.1)
where I is the identity matrix, λ is a user-specified variable controlling the length of the random
walks (a value of 0.01 was used for the experiments in this paper), Kx is an nm× nm matrix
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(where n is the number of vertices in ZG1 and m is the number of vertices in ZG2 resulting
from the Kronecker product Kx = ZG1 ⊗ ZG2 , specifically,
Kαβ = δ(ZG1ij , ZG2kl ), α ≡ m(i− 1) + k, β ≡ m(j − 1) + l (4.2)






2 ; p and q are 1× nm and
nm×1 vectors used to obtain the sum of all the entries of the inverse expression ((I−λKx)−1).
We adapted the random walk graph kernel to align protein-protein interaction networks by
taking advantage of the reciprocal BLAST hits (RBH) among the proteins in the networks
from different species (74). Naive implementation of our modified random-walk graph kernel,
like the original random-walk graph kernel (23), has a runtime complexity of O(r6) (where
r = max(n,m)). This is due to the fact that the product graph’s adjacency matrix is nm×nm,
and the matrix inverse operation takes O(h3) time, where h is the number of rows in the matrix
being inverted (thus, the total runtime is O((rm)3) or O(r6) where r = max(n,m)). However,
runtime complexity of the random walk graph kernel (and hence our modified random walk
graph kernel) can be improved to O(r3) by making use of the Sylvester equations as proposed
by Borgwardt et al. (23). Figure 4.3 illustrates the computation of the random walk graph
kernel. The random walk graph kernel can take into account the weight of the edges of the
graphs in the case of gene-coexpression networks. The weights for the edges across the two
networks must be similar for the two networks to be considered matches.
4.2.4 BaryCenter score
The BaryCenter score is calculated based on the total shortest path of the node. The
shortest path distances for each node in a graph is calculated and the score is assigned to the
node based the sum of the lengths of all the shortest paths that pass through the node (163).
More central nodes in a connected component will have smaller overall shortest paths, and
’peripheral’ nodes on the network will have larger overall shortest paths.
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4.2.5 Betweenness score
Betweenness is a centrality measure of a vertex within a graph. Vertices that occur on
many shortest paths between other vertices have a higher betweenness score than nodes that
do not occur on many paths (162). For a graph G1(V1, E1), the betweenness score for vertex
v1x ∈ V1is defined as:
B(v1x) =
∑





is the number of the shortest paths from v1i to v
1
j and δv1i v1j
(v1x) is the number
of shortest paths from v1i to v
1
j that pass through vertex v
1
x.
4.2.6 Degree distribution score
The degree distribution score is a simple node importance ranker based on the degree of
the node. Nodes with a high number of connections will get a high score while nodes with a
smaller number of connections will receive a lower score.
4.2.7 HITS score
The HITS score represents the “hubs-and-authorities” importance measures for each node
in a graph (93). The score is computed iteratively based on the degree connectivity of the
nodes in the graph and the “authoritativeness” of the neighbors around each node. For a
graph G1(V1, E1), each node v
1




x). Vertices that are
connected to many vertices are marked as hubs, and thus their α(v1x) scores are large. On the
other hand, a vertex that points to highly connected vertices is referred to as an authority and
is assigned a high γ(v1x) score. Some nodes can be highly connected (have high α(v
1
x) score)
and have neighbors that are highly connected (thus, have a high γ(v1x)); such nodes would have
a high HITS score.
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4.2.8 Scoring candidate orthologs based on sequence and network similarity
In order to establish orthologs between fly, yeast, human, pig and mouse, the 1 hop and 2
hop shortest path and random walk scores, BLAST score, BaryCenter score, betweenness score,
degree distribution score and HITS score were computed for each pair of homologs detected
by BLAST (total of 9 features). The BaryCenter, betweenness, degree distribution and HITS
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y ∈ V2. The above formula produces a normalized score for each node-based feature
(BaryCenter, betweenness, degree distribution, and HITS scores) for each pair of homologs
while adjusting for any bias in magnitude differences in the scores for the graphs (e.g, G1 may
have much more nodes than G2, thus the node-based scores for G1 may be more likely to be
greater than the node-based scores for G2).
4.2.9 Ortholog detection
We utilized three broad classes of methods for detecting orthologs:
• Reciprocal BLAST hits method (120; 148). The gene/protein sequences for each of the
two species (A and B) being compared are BLASTed against each other. This yields for
each gene/protein (from species A, the target) a list of candidate orthologs in species B
(and vice versa). Suppose the averaged BLAST scores of gene/protein ai in species A
and the genes/proteins b1, · · · , bm in species B are si1, · · · , sim. The method predicts the
gene/protein in species B that has the highest averaged BLAST score as the ortholog to
gene/protein ai in species A.
• The reciprocal BLAST score-based classifier takes as input the averaged BLAST scores
for each possible pair of genes/proteins and outputs a prediction as to whether the pair
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are orthologous to each other. This method can predict multiple orthologs from species
B for each gene/protein from species A (and vice versa).
• The network-based classifier takes as input a vector of pairwise scores (see “Scoring
candidate orthologs based on sequence and network similarity” section) computed using
the gene-coexpression or protein-protein interaction networks (1 hop and 2 hop Random
Walk graph kernel and Shortest Path graph kernel scores as well as the degree distribution,
BaryCenter (163), betweenness (162) and HITS (Hubs and Authorities) (93) centrality
measures). The classifier outputs a prediction for each pair of genes/proteins as to whether
the pair are orthologous to each other. This method can predict multiple orthologs from
species B for each gene/protein from species A (and vice versa).
The KEGG (83) ortholog database is used to label the instances in the dataset for training and
testing the classifiers.
4.2.10 Performance evaluation
We compare the performance of the simple methods for detecting orthologs based on re-
ciprocal BLAST hits with the decision tree (164), Naive-Bayes (117), Support Vector Machine
(36), and ensemble classifier (41) trained using the BLAST scores as well as the graph-based
scores (see “Ortholog detection” section) with 10-fold cross-validation. We used the average
ranks of the methods based on their performance estimated using the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC) to compare their overall performance. Although Dem-
sar’s (40) non-parametric test can be used to compare machine learning algorithms, the use of
this test requires the number of data sets to be greater than 10 and the number of methods
to be greater than 5 (40). Thus, it cannot be applied directly to our analysis (since we have
only 7 datasets and 5 methods). In such a setting, the average ranks of the classifiers provide
a reasonable basis for comparing their overall performance (40). We also report the area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve AUC as an additional measure of performance for
each of the methods.
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4.3 Analysis and results
4.3.1 Reconstructing KEGG orthologs using BLAST
We compare predictions based only on the BLAST score as well as predictions based on
the network features discussed in materials and methods section. The results in Table 4.4
show the performance of the reciprocal BLAST hits method in reconstructing the orthologs
between the fly, yeast, human and mouse datasets from DIP (136). The last column of of
Table 4.4 shows the performance of the reciprocal BLAST hits method in reconstructing the
orthologs between the mouse and human gene-coexpression networks. As can be seen from
the table, the reciprocal BLAST method performs fairly well in reconstructing the KEGG
orthologs for each dataset. As noted by Bandyopadhyay et al. (13), this may be due to the fact
that most ortholog detection schemes, at least in part, depend on sequence homology analysis.
For example, although KEGG orthologs use information other than sequence homology (such
as metabolic pathway comparison and manual curation) (83), sequence homology plays an
important role in the definition of KEGG orthologs.
Table 4.4 shows the performance of classifiers using only the BLASTp scores to detect
KEGG orthologs between fly, yeast, mouse and human. The logistic regression classifier in
WEKA (164) has the best performance overall (according to the average rank shown in Table
4.4), however, it does not outperform the reciprocal BLAST hit method shown in Table 4.4.
The results from the gene-coexpression network from mouse and human are comparable overall
to the results from the protein-protein interaction networks for the same species.
4.3.2 Reconstructing KEGG orthologs using sequence, protein-protein interac-
tion network, and gene-coexpression data
Table 4.4 shows a comparison of the classifiers trained on the 1 hop and 2 hop Random
Walk graph kernel and Shortest Path graph kernel scores as well as the degree distribution,
BaryCenter (163), betweenness (162) and HITS (Hubs and Authorities) (93) centrality mea-
sures described in materials and methods section. We utilized the approach of Hall et al.
(66) as implemented in WEKA (164) to rank the features based on their contribution to the
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classification performance. We found that the random-walk and shortest-path graph kernel
scores were the top two ranked features in terms of their predictive ability. As seen from Ta-
ble 4.4, most of the classification methods show some improvement over the classifiers trained
only on the BLASTp scores shown in Table 4.4. Notably, the ensemble classifier on the mouse-
human datasets substantially outperforms its BLASTp counterpart on both the protein-protein
interaction networks and the gene-coexpression data. Table 4.4 shows a few representative or-
thologous pairs that are missed by a regression-based classifier trained on BLASTp scores but
are detected by the ensemble classifier trained on the network features and Figure 4.4 shows the
network neighborhood for one of such pairs (the TNF receptor-associated factor 2). This sug-
gests that the combination of sequence homology with network-derived features may present a
more reliable approach than simply relying on reciprocal BLASTp hits in identifying orthologs.
4.4 Discussion and future work
The availability of genomes from a wide range of organisms has enabled the comparison and
analysis of evolutionary relationships among genes across organisms through the reconstruction
of phylogenies (161), common pathways (83; 112), comparing gene functions (133; 47), and net-
work alignment (81; 149; 56; 153; 171; 97; 89; 101; 127; 6). Ortholog detection methods present
a powerful approach for finding genes that participate in similar biological processes across
different organisms, extending our understanding of interactions between genes across different
pathways, and understanding the evolution of gene families. We have explored a set of graph-
based features that may be utilized for the detection of orthologs among different genomes by
combining sequence-based evidence (such as BLAST-based sequence homology) with the net-
work alignment algorithms available as part of the BiNA (Biomolecular Network Alignment)
toolkit (153) as well as graph features extracted from the aligned protein-protein interaction
networks such as degree distribution, BaryCenter (163), betweenness (162) and HITS (Hubs
and Authorities) (93) centrality measures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
such an analysis has been carried out based on the comparison of weighted gene-coexpression
networks. The features may be used to score orthologous nodes in large biomolecular net-
works by comparing the neighborhoods around each node and scoring the nodes based on the
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similarity of their neighborhoods in the corresponding protein-protein interaction and gene-
coexpression networks. Classifiers can then be trained using the scores to generate predictions
as to whether or not a given pair of nodes are orthologous. Our results suggest that the algo-
rithms that rely on orthology detection methods (e.g., for genome comparison) can potentially
benefit from this approach to detecting orthologs (e.g., in the case of the comparison between
mouse and human). The proposed method can also help identify proteins that have strong
sequence homology but differ with respect to their interacting partners in different species (i.e.,
proteins whose functions may have diverged after gene-duplication).
Our experiments with the fly, yeast, mouse and human protein-protein interaction datasets as
well as the gene-coexpression data suggest that the accuracy of identification of orthologs using
the proposed method is quite competitive with that of reciprocal BLAST method for detecting
orthologs. The improvements obtained using information about interacting partners in the case
of the mouse-human data (96.18% for the protein-protein interaction network-based method
and 96.10 for the gene-coexpression methods as opposed to 90.31% AUC for the reciprocal
BLASTp method) suggest that the proposed technique could be useful in settings that benefit
from accurate identification of orthologs (e.g., genome comparison). Using the methods de-
scribed in this paper, we have predicted the mouse and human orthologs for the pig genes, for
which currently there is no KEGG ortholog data (please see Additional file 1 and Additional
file 2 for our predictions).
The network neighborhood-based homology detection algorithm is implemented in BiNA (http:
//www.cs.iastate.edu/~ftowfic), an open source Biomolecular Network Alignment toolkit.
The current implementation includes variants of the shortest path and random walk graph
kernels for computing orthologs between pairs of subnetworks and the computation of various
graph-based features available in the Java Universal Graph Framework library (123) such as the
degree distribution, BaryCenter (163), betweenness (162) and HITS (Hubs and Authorities)
(93) centrality measures. The modular design of BiNA allows the incorporation of alternative
strategies for decomposing networks into subnetworks and alternative similarity measures (e.g.,
kernel functions) for computing the similarity between nodes. It would be interesting to ex-
plore variants of methods similar to those proposed in this paper for improving the accuracy
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of detection of orthologous genes or proteins using other sources of data (e.g., gene regulatory
networks or metabolic networks).
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Table 4.1 Performance of the Reciprocal BLAST hit method on the fly, yeast, human and
mouse protein-protein interaction datasets from DIP as well as the gene coexpres-
sion networks for mouse and human from GEO
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Figure 4.1 A schematic of the graph representation of the BLAST orthologs based on pro-
tein-protein interaction networks and gene coexpression networks. The networks
are represented as two labeled graphs (G1 and G2) with corresponding relation-
ships among their nodes (similarly colored nodes are sequence homologous ac-
cording to a BLAST search). Nodes from G1 (e.g., v3) are compared to their
sequence-homologous counterparts in G2 (e.g., v’2 and v’6) based on the topology
of their neighborhood and sequence homology of the neighbors. In the figure, v’2
has the same number of neighbors of v3 and one of the neighbors of v’2 (i.e., v’3)
is sequence-homologous to v4. Thus, v’2 is scored higher (more likely to be an
ortholog to v3) compared to v’6. Protein-protein interaction networks are repre-
sented as unweighted graphs, while gene coexpression networks incorporate weights
(as calculated by correlations) into their edges
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Figure 4.2 An example of the graph matching conducted by the shortest path graph kernel.
Similarly colored nodes are sequence homologous according to a BLAST search. As
can be seen from the figure, the graph kernel compares the lengths of the shortest
paths around homologous vertices across the two graphs (taking into account the
weights of the edges, if available). The red edges show the matching shortest path
in both graphs as computed by the graph kernel. The shortest path distance graph
kernel takes into account the sequence homology score for the matching vertices
across the two graphs as well as the distances between the two matched vertices
within the graphs
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Figure 4.3 An example of the graph matching conducted by the random walk graph kernel.
Similarly colored vertices are sequence homologous according to a BLAST search.
As can be seen from the figure, the graph kernel compares the neighborhood around
the starting vertices in each graph using random walks (taking into account the
weights of the edges, if available). Colored edges indicate matching random walks
across the two graphs of up to length 2. The random walk graph kernel takes into
account the sequence homology of the vertices visited in the random walks across
the two graphs as well as the general topology of the neighborhood around the
starting vertex
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Figure 4.4 A sample 1 hop neighborhood around one of the matched orthologs (TNF recep-
tor-associated factor 2 “P39429” in mouse and “Q12933” in human) according to
the graph features (left: 1 hop network around the “P39429” protein for mouse,
right: 1 hop neighborhood around the “Q12933” protein for human). Similarly
colored nodes are sequence homologous. The graph properties search for simi-












Mouse-Human (PPI) 87.79 (4) 90.15 (3) 77.31 (5) 90.29 (2) 90.30 (1)
Mouse-Human (gene-
coexpression)
89.80 (4) 70.4 (5) 90.40 (1) 90.40 (1) 90.40 (1)
Mouse-Fly (PPI) 87.58 (4) 88.47 (3) 70.17 (5) 92.01 (1) 88.89 (2)
Mouse-Yeast (PPI) 89.85 (5) 91.89 (2) 90.78 (3) 95.46 (1) 91.45 (4)
Human-Fly (PPI) 81.35 (4) 87.70 (2) 65.90 (5) 88.90 (1) 84.42 (3)
Human-Yeast (PPI) 82.97 (3) 81.26 (4) 63.68 (5) 85.50 (1) 84.19 (2)
Yeast-Fly (PPI) 73.02 (3) 72.49 (4) 56.80 (5) 74.86 (1) 74.48 (2)
Average Rank (PPI Only) 3.83 3 4.67 1.17 2.33
Average Rank (PPI +
GeneCoexpression)
3.86 3.28 4.28 1.28 2.28
Table 4.2 Performance of the Reciprocal BLAST hit score as a feature to the decision tree
(j48), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Ensemble classifiers
on the fly, yeast, human and mouse protein-protein interaction datasets from DIP
as well as the gene coexpression networks for mouse and human from GEO. Values










Mouse-Human (PPI) 95.19 (2) 88.72 (5) 90.78 (3) 89.57 (4) 96.18 (1)
Mouse-Human (gene-
coexpression)
89.80 (5) 94.1 (4) 97.50 (1) 97.30 (2) 96.10 (3)
Mouse-Fly (PPI) 90.31 (1) 85.81 (3) 81.28 (4) 80.67 (5) 88.94 (2)
Mouse-Yeast (PPI) 92.04 (3) 85.50 (4) 79.63 (5) 95.60 (1) 95.50 (2)
Human-Fly (PPI) 88.18 (1) 83.10 (4) 75.03 (5) 87.04 (3) 87.20 (2)
Human-Yeast (PPI) 82.83 (2) 81.26 (4) 78.22 (5) 81.57 (3) 84.84 (1)
Yeast-Fly (PPI) 74.52 (1) 69.36 (4) 64.57 (5) 74.33 (2) 72.78 (3)
Average Rank (PPI Only) 1.67 4 4.5 3 1.83
Average Rank (PPI +
GeneCoexpression)
2.14 4 4 2.86 2
Table 4.3 Performance of all the combined features (Reciprocal BLAST hit score, 1 and 2
hop shortest path graph kernel score, 1 and 2 hop random walk graph kernel score,
BaryCenter, betweenness, degree distribution and HITS) as input to the decision
tree (j48), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Ensemble clas-
sifiers on the fly, yeast, human and mouse protein-protein interaction datasets from
DIP as well as the gene coexpression networks for mouse and human from GEO.






















P05627 P05412 481 104 197.35 612 290.27 0.71 0.69 0.01 0.26
P36898 P36894 725 28.13 222.85 90.66 576.51 0.35 0.77 0.01 3.06E-
10
P39429 Q12933 870 48 126.18 150.47 187.45 0.79 0.11 0.01 1.20E-
4
Table 4.4 KEGG orthologs detected using the Ensemble classifier utilizing all network fea-
tures. The orthologs shown in the above table were missed by the BLAST logistic
regression classifier
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CHAPTER 5. B CELL LIGAND GENE COEXPRESSION NETWORKS
REVEAL REGULATORY PATHWAYS FOR LIGAND PROCESSING
Paper submitted to BMC Systems Biology
Fadi Towfic, Shakti Gupta, Vasant Honavar and Shankar Subramaniam
Abstract
Background
The initiation of B cell ligand recognition is a critical step for the generation of an immune
response against foreign bodies. A wide variety of responses may be induced in B cells through
the activation of different receptors. Unfortunately, the regulatory mechanisms that are in-
volved in B cell response to antigenic stimulants are not very well understood. We sought to
identify the biochemical pathways involved in the B cell ligand recognition cascade and sets of
ligands that trigger similar immunological responses.
Results
We utilized several comparative approaches to analyze the gene coexpression networks gen-
erated from a set of microarray experiments spanning 33 different ligands. First, we compared
the degree distributions of the generated networks. Second, we utilized a pairwise network
alignment algorithm (BiNA) to align the networks based on the hubs in the networks. Third,
we aligned the networks based on a set of KEGG pathways. We summarized our results by
constructing a consensus hierarchy of pathways that are involved in B cell ligand recognition.
The resulting pathways that are shared across B cell responses to different ligands were further
validated through literature for their common physiological responses (e.g., both PGE and
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NPY trigger pathways that contribute to inflammation).
Conclusions
Collectively, the results based on our comparative analyses of degree distributions, align-
ment of hubs, and alignment based on KEGG pathways showed a high degree of concordance
and (i) provide a basis for molecular characterization of the immune response states of B
cells and (ii) demonstrate the power of comparative approaches (e.g., gene coexpression net-
work alignment algorithms) in elucidating biochemical pathways involved in complex signaling
events in cells.
Background
B cell ligand recognition plays a large role in various immune responses: from the recogni-
tion of foreign invaders such as viruses and bacteria to the recognition of cancerous cells. B cells
act as the body’s most effective line of defense to invaders (32). Several types of responses may
be induced in na¨ıve mature B cells through the activation of different receptors (e.g., cytokine
and chemokine receptors) (39; 76). Recognition of ligands by the B cell Ag-receptor (BCR)
begins with the activation of an array of intracellular effector molecules and end with pheno-
typic and genotypic modifications that define the cell’s response to the stimulus. As more and
more players in this process are uncovered, the current schematic of BCR signal transduction
has become a “labyrinth” of interconnecting pathways (37). Despite the complicated events
that occur during this event, the resultant reaction is very ordered and precise. The activation
of various signal-transduction pathways in mature B cells is influenced by the combination of
ligands presented to the B cells. The presence of different ligands may trigger cell-proliferation,
activation, differentiation, migration, isotype switching and apoptosis (32; 135; 71). Of par-
ticular interest in this area is the elucidation of the regulatory mechanisms that are involved
in B cell recognition of various ligands. These data provide a detailed look at the finite states
B cells can enter upon exposure to ligands. Understanding the genetic interaction that are
required for this process allows the design of drugs that are capable of triggering a specific
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immune response at a given time-point, understanding the mechanisms that underly different
auto-immune diseases, and understanding the regulation mechanism for B cells.
Against this background, several studies (104; 173; 118) have examined the changes in ex-
pression patterns of B cells in response to exposure to different ligands. These studies used
differential gene expression analysis of microarray data (e.g., using Significance Analysis of
Microarrays (SAM) (155)) and Gene Ontology (GO) (4) terms to detect genes that were sig-
nificantly differentially expressed and whose pathway annotations shared significant GO terms.
This approach, although well developed and widely used, suffers from an important limita-
tion: it focuses on differences in expression patterns of individual genes across the different
treatments or time-points.
In contrast, recently developed techniques for network alignment such as those developed
by Koyutu¨rk et al. (97) and Kalaev et al. (81), among others (149; 57; 82; 89; 137; 139; 107)
attempt to detect interactions between genes, proteins, or metabolites that are conserved across
gene expression, protein-protein interaction and/or metabolic networks. However, most existing
network alignment or conserved module finding algorithms work with networks with unweighted
links (e.g., protein-protein interaction networks in which the nodes represent proteins and the
links between pairs of nodes represent binary interactions between the corresponding proteins).
Hence, such methods are not directly applicable for comparing the gene expression pattern in
a cell when it is treated with different ligands. Other approaches, for example those utilized by
Glaab et al. (64) among others (167; 6; 10) attempt to integrate mRNA expression patterns with
protein-protein interaction networks or metabolic networks to construct a weighted network in
which the weights on the links represent a measure of confidence in the observed interactions
between nodes. However, such methods do not offer a means of directly comparing two or more
networks to identify pathways that are similarly regulated or differentially expressed.
Gene-coexpression networks in which the nodes represent genes and the weighted links be-
tween pairs of nodes encode the correlations in expression patterns of the corresponding genes
offer a useful way to represent cellular responses to each of the different treatments (e.g., ex-
posure to different ligands). Alignment of such networks provides a direct means of comparing
cellular responses to different treatments. Hence, we utilized a pairwise network alignment
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algorithm (BiNA (153)) to align 33 gene coexpression networks generated from a set of mi-
croarray experiments spanning 33 different ligands (please see Table 1 for a complete list of the
ligands) (173). A network alignment (analogous to a sequence alignment) compares two input
networks and returns a set of common pathways across the networks with a score denoting the
similarity between the networks being compared. By constructing a symmetric 33×33 distance
matrix using the alignment scores across the 33 networks, a hierarchical cluster was constructed
based on the distance matrix to visualize relationship across the networks representing the gene
expression changes due to exposure to different ligands. The common pathways detected across
the most similar networks were examined and the pathways were annotated according to KEGG
(84). Using this approach, we examined the regulation mechanisms specific to certain groups
of ligands. Based on our network alignment method, we identified a set of specific genes and
pathways that appear to be involved in BCR-mediated ligand capture, vesicle function and
vesicle trafficking during B cell antigen processing and presentation for the set of 33 ligands we
examined. Furthermore, we present a new analysis pipeline based on network alignment that
may be utilized on newer datasets in the future to study similar processes.
Results and Discussion
Cells respond to stimuli through myriad pathways. However, they deploy similar modules
in their response to distinct ligands. The major objective of this study was to explore the space
of signaling responses of B-cells to naturally occurring stimuli and identify the commonality
and differences in the ligand response. Such analysis will provide an insight into the space
of responses of B-cells in native physiology and provide pathway motifs that can be explored
through further experimentation.
We utilized several different approaches for comparing gene co-expression networks con-
structed from microarray data obtained from B cells treated with different ligands: Compar-
ison of degree distributions of networks using Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic (see “Clustering
based on degree distribution” section), alignment of the networks based on the top 2000 highly
connected nodes (see “Clustering based on alignment of high degree nodes in ligand networks”
section), and alignment of the networks based on KEGG pathways that were enriched with high
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intensity probes (see “Clustering based on ligand similarity across signaling pathways” section).
The results of our analyses show a high degree of concordance in terms of the pathways and
reactions involved in B cell ligand recognition that are identified by several comparative meth-
ods (see “Discussion and Conclusions” section). This enabled us to (i) construct a consensus
hierarchy of the pathways that are highly regulated (activated or inhibited) in B cells after
their exposure to ligands; and (ii) and group the ligands on the basis of similarity between gene
expression patterns across specific biochemical pathways of interest (see Tables 2 and 3, as well
as Figure 5 and supplementary material). The resulting pathways that show similar responses
to different ligands in B cells were further validated through literature for their common physio-
logical responses (e.g., both PGE and NPY trigger pathways that contribute to inflammation).
We now proceed to describe our methods and results in greater detail.
Clustering based on degree distribution
In order to determine the relationships of the ligand networks based on the network topology,
we computed the degree distribution (shown in Figure 1 in the supplementary material, the
degree of a node is the number of edges/links for that node) for each ligand network (a total
of 33 networks, see Table 1 for a complete list of the ligands used in this study). The degree
distribution plots show the relationship between the degree of a node and the frequency of
nodes with that degree (P (Degree)).
We compared the resulting 33 distributions using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic (113). Specifically, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to compute the 33× 33
pairwise distances from the 33 degree distributions. Thus, we constructed a 33 × 33 matrix
Dtoplogical where the entry in the ith row and jth column in the matrix corresponds to the
distance between the degree distributions of the ith and jth networks as determined by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. The Dtoplogical matrix was then fed into a hierarchical neighbor-
joining algorithm to construct the hierarchical cluster shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows the
relationships between the ligand networks obtained by the topological comparison of the net-
works based on their degree distributions. Ligand networks with a large number of differentially
expressed genes relative to untreated samples (as indicated in (104)) have been highlighted in
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the figure.
As can be seen from Figure 1, ligand networks with a high number of differentially expressed
genes relative to untreated samples share the same subtree/clade in the hierarchical network.
This result indicates that the network structure as measured by the degree distribution and
compared by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic can be used to detect ligands that elicit similar
responses upon exposure to B cells.
Although topological comparison of gene co-expression networks based on their degree dis-
tributions is simple, intuitive, and computationally inexpensive, it fails to take into account the
node labels or the biological annotation for the nodes in the networks. In order to compare the
networks based on both the network topology and the node labels/biological annotation (e.g,
signaling pathways, metabolic pathways...etc) for the nodes, we utilized a network alignment
algorithm implemented in the Biomolecular Network Alignment (BiNA) toolkit (153; 154).
Clustering based on alignment of high degree nodes in ligand networks
The network alignment algorithm implemented in BiNA allows the comparison of gene co-
expression networks based not only on the extent to which they share similar topologies, but
also the weights on the links (e.g., similarities in gene coexpression patterns) and the similarities
of node and/or edge labels (biological annotations). We used the BiNA toolkit to run all-vs-all
comparisons between all 33 ligand networks and construct a 33×33 distance matrix Dhubs whose
entries signify the similarity score between ligands. Initially, we reduced the comparison to an
alignment of the neighborhood around the top 2000 highly connected nodes (hubs) between all
33 ligand networks. We initially started aligning all nodes in the network, but quickly noticed
that the total alignment score between two networks saturated after 2000 hubs. Specifically,
to construct Dhubs, consider the output of a pairwise alignment between two networks (e.g.,
between ligand network 1, L1(V 1, E1) and ligand network 2, L2(V 2, E2)) is a set of matched
nodes S1 (for ligand network 1, where S1 ⊂ V 1) and S2 (for ligand network 2, where S2 ⊂
V 2) with a corresponding score set M . The corresponding entries S1i and S
2
i and Mi signify
matching K-hop neighborhoods around the nodes S1i and S
2
i with a similarity score Mi (where
1 ≤ i ≤ 2000 since we are considering 2000 hubs). The overall pairwise similarity score between
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the two ligand networks is calculated by summing the scores across all matched neighborhoods∑
m∈M
m (see alignment subsection in Methods for more information on how neighborhood scores
are calculated). The overall similarity scores between all 33 ligand networks were assembled
into a similarity matrix Dhubs with each entry in the matrix signifying the similarity score
between the ligand networks (e.g., entry dhubs1,2 in D
hubs contains the similarity score between
ligand network 1 and ligand network 2 as determined by BiNA). The Dhubs matrix was then fed
into a hierarchical neighbor-joining algorithm to construct the hierarchical cluster representing
the similarity between the ligand networks.
Finally, in order to calculate confidence measures on the branches of the hierarchical cluster
produced by the alignment, the tree produced by hierarchical clustering was bootstrapped (46;
52) by sampling randomly (with replacement) from the top 2000 hubs 100 times. This random
resampling on the M set, followed by summing the scores of the resampled set for each cell in
Dhubs results 100 distance matrices Dbootstrappedhubs1...100 which are fed into the same hierarchical
neighbor-joining algorithm to construct 100 hierarchical similarity trees. The consensus tree
of the hierarchical clusters based on the bootstrapped trees is produced using the Phylip (53)
“consense” tool. Figure 2 shows the bootstrapped tree resulting from this method.
Figure 2 shows that ligands with similar induced reaction (e.g., LPS and SDF, both affect
pathways involved in cell migration) cluster together. Such an analysis yields not only gen-
eral similarity relationships between the ligand networks, but also provides specific gene and
pathway information as can be seen from clustering based on signaling pathways (see below).
The cluster shown in Figure 2 describes the similarity of expression based on node labels
as well as correlation between the genes in the ligand networks. However, the hierarchical
cluster from Figure 2 does not provide specific information as to which sets of pathways are
shared/similarly regulated across ligand networks that fall under the same clade/subtree in the
hierarchical cluster. KEGG (84) annotation of pathways was used to link the node labels in
the networks to biological pathways (such as metabolism or signal processing). The additional
pathway annotation can be used to determine the specific biological pathways that are involved
in B cell ligand recognition, and how those pathways are regulated based on exposure to each
ligand. This procedure is described in detail in the next section.
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Clustering based on ligand similarity across signaling pathways
We wanted to choose pathways based on the highly regulated genes in the microarray
dataset rather than relying on a priori knowledge from the literature. The reasons for this
choice are two-fold: (i) a choice of pathways that is unbiased by what is currently known in the
literature can help identify novel pathways involved in B cell ligand recognition (ii) if the list
of pathways determined to be highly regulated based on the microarray data happens to share
a high degree of overlap with the list generated based on literature surveys, it helps establish
the utility of the approach in settings where the prior knowledge available in the literature is
quite sparse.
We choose pathways according to the following procedure:
1. In the fully normalized dataset (all 422 microarray samples), search for genes that meet
the following criteria (referred to as “high intensity” genes in what follows). Briefly, we
wanted to maximize the sensitivity of detection of genes that are differentially regulated
upon exposure of B cells to ligands compared to untreated B cells. This procedure max-
imizes sensitivity at the cost of specificity. The list of genes generated by this approach
will be further reduced by comparing the neighborhoods in the ligand networks using
network alignments.
(a) Calculate the fold difference between the average probe expression level and the
expression level for all probes in each sample (see Methods section)
(b) Select probes whose fold-difference is higher than 1 in at least one of the 422 samples.
(c) Of the probes selected in step (b), find probes that are expressed at least 1 fold
higher compared to the same probes from the untreated samples
2. Once the high intensity probes are selected from step 1-c, map back the probe id’s to
their respective gene id’s
3. Among all the pathways in KEGG, and count the number of genes from step (2) that
show up in each KEGG pathway
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The results of the preceding steps are summarized in Table 2. As can be seen from Table
2, many of the pathways enriched in high-intensity genes are known to be implicated in the
development of the immune system and processing of ligands. It should be noted that although
KEGG considers the immune system pathways (KEGG category 5.1) to be a part of organismal
system (KEGG category 5), we considered the immune systems pathways separately (see Table
2) since we wanted to specifically examine the immune system pathways.
Figures 3 and 4 present examples of the alignment based on the KEGG metabolism and
Genetic Information Processing pathways. The numbers on the branches signify the number of
similarly regulated subpathways between any two ligands. As can be seen from the figure, some
ligand networks (e.g., TER/BAF and FML/GRH) fall under the same clade/subtree in the two
pathways, signifying general similarity in the regulation/signaling of pathways by such ligands.
Differences between the trees show that the ligands may have different effects depending on
the pathway being observed.
Figure 5 shows a consensus tree based on all 7 general pathway categories highlighted in
Table 2. As can be seen from the figure, GRH and FML, for example, fall under the same
clade/subtree in the consensus tree in Figure 2 and the consensus tree constructed based on
differentially expressed pathways (see Table 2) shown in Figure 5. Overall, this shows that
the results of the alignment is consistent across the different pathways chosen to ascertain the
similarity hierarchy between the overall networks. The numbers on the branches can also serve
as confidence measures for grouping certain leaves/networks with each other. We also utilized
specific signaling pathway highlighted in the literature (173; 104) (see table 1 in supplementary
material) to align the networks and constructed a cladogram describing the relationship between
the ligands. The result is shown in figure 2 in the supplementary material.
Conclusions
Recognition of ligands by the B cell Ag-receptor (BCR) begins with the activation of an
array of intracellular effector molecules and end with phenotypic and genotypic modifications
that define the cell’s response to the stimulus (37). The pathways involved in this process
are highly interrelated and, thus, methods for identifying the processes involved must take
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into account the underlying relationships between the genes that are involved. The activation
of various signal-transduction pathways in mature B cells is influenced by the combination of
ligands presented to the B cells (32; 135; 71). The goal of this study was to identify the putative
biochemical pathways involved in the B cell ligand recognition cascade and to identify sets of
ligands that trigger similar B cell (immunological) responses.
Identifying sets of ligands that trigger similar B cell responses provides a basis for elu-
cidating the specific genetic interactions that play a role in the recognition of ligands by B
cells. Which, in turn, provides valuable information for designing drugs that are capable of
triggering a specific immune response. Furthermore, the knowledge of biochemical pathways
that are involved in immune response could lead to better understanding of mechanisms behind
different auto-immune diseases, and recognition of the regulation mechanism for B cells. To
achieve this goal, we constructed 33 gene coexpression networks that represented the genetic
interactions in B cells after exposure to each of the 33 ligands. Each network represents the
response of normal splenic B cells to a specific ligand across 4 different time points with 3
replicates per time point. We then utilized several comparative approaches to identify shared
subnetworks/pathways among the 33 networks. Based on those pathways (see Table 2), we
were able to identify ligands that trigger similar expression changes in each of the pathways
(see Table 3, Figures 5 and 6, and supplementary material).
The results from the alignments showed that some ligands tend to have similar expres-
sion patterns based on the KEGG pathways used to anchor the pairwise all-vs-all alignments
for the 33 ligand networks. Table 3 presents a detailed list of ligands that induce similar
expression cascades in the KEGG pathways highlighted in Table 2. Several of the matched
ligands (see Figure 5) are actually known to induce similar reactions in B cells based on a
literature search we conducted. For example, LPS (Lipopolysaccharide) and SDF (Stromal
cell derived factor-1) are known to affect cellular migration, IFG (Interferon-gamma) and LPA
(Lysophosphatidic acid) are known to trigger changes in isotype switching (173; 104). PGE
(Prostaglandin E2) and NPY (Neuropeptide Y) trigger pathways that contribute to inflamma-
tion, M3A (Macrophage inflammatory protein-3)/DIM (Dimaprit)/TGF (Transforming growth
factor-beta 1) have several effects: M3A is strongly chemotactic for lymphocytes, TGF pro-
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vides a chemotactic gradient for leukocytes and down-regulates the activity of immune cells
(105). DIM, analog to histamine, activates immune response. Additionally, GRH (Growth
hormone-releasing hormone) and FML (formyl-Met-Leu-Phe) are known to affect growth and
chemotaxis of cells, respectively. CPG (CpG-Containing Oligonucleotide) and PAF (Platelet
activating factor) are known to affect cellular proliferation and stimulation of antibody produc-
tion (173). NEB (Neurokinin B) and NGF (Nerve Growth Factor) have both been observed to
have been shown to be involved in the growth and development of neurons (55; 150). Further-
more, TNF (Tumor necrosis factor-alpha) has been shown to be highly involved in mediating
inflammatory and immune responses (128), similar to what has been recently observed using
CGS (CGS-21680 hydrochloride) (159). Table 3 shows an abbreviated list of all the pathways
that we have identified based on the network alignment between the 33 ligand networks that
contribute to each of the above matches (the full list is provided in table 3 of supplementary
material).
From the results shown in Table 3 (and expanded table 3 in supplementary material), it
can be seen that several major pathways are regulated in B cells in response to the exposure
to the 33 ligands shown in Table 1. First, human disease pathways (e.g., cancer, asthma, see
Tables 3 and 4 for specific list of KEGG pathways classified as “Human Disease pathways”)
are the most prevalent pathways triggered by over half the ligands: 70L, AIG, SLC, LPA,
IFG, GRH, FML, IFB, S1P, BOM, LB4, NEB, NGF, TNF, CGS, DIM, TGF. Those ligands
constitute a set of molecules that trigger a wide variety of responses in B cells and can be used to
further ascertain the conditions under which B cells activate under certain situations in human
diseases. Second, cellular process pathways (e.g., endocytosis, apoptosis, see Table 2 for specific
list of pathways classified as “Cellular Processes”) seem to be also over-represented among the
pathways that significantly change in expression across upon exposure to ligands. Some of
the ligands (70L, AIG, SLC, LPA, IFG, GRH, FML, IFB, S1P, TNF, CGS) seem to trigger
both human disease and cellular process pathways, while other ligands (PGE, NPY, TER,
BAF) only trigger cellular pathways. Such ligands constitute a set of molecules that trigger
changes in B cells that may affect their growth and proliferation. The relationship between
each of the above ligands as to exactly which ligands trigger similar expression patterns in the
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selected KEGG subpathways is described in Table 3 and Figure 5 based on our approach. The
third major pathway commonly regulated in B cells upon ligand exposure is metabolism with
a sizable number of ligands (GRH, FML, PGE, NPY, TNF, CGS, PAF, CPG, TER, BAF,
DIM, TGF) triggering pathways in that category. Ligands that only triggered pathways in B
cells related to metabolism but not “human diseases” or “cellular processes” are PGE, NPY,
PAF, CPG. Since those ligands are known to affect inflammation and antibody production, the
metabolic pathways expressed as a result of B cell exposure to those ligands may be important
indicators of B cell immune response.
Aligning the 33 ligand networks allowed the detection of the specific relationships between
the ligands in terms of the pathways that they regulate in B cells. Additionally, the alignment
pointed out specific pathways that share expression patterns across ligands and are involved in
BCR activation. We have been able to validate some of the relationships we uncovered based on
the immune responses described in the literature in the case of some of the ligands in our dataset.
The computation tools and methods we utilized for constructing the alignments and analyzing
the results are available online as part of the BiNA (Biomolecular Network Alignment) toolkit
http://www.cs.iastate.edu/~ftowfic. An analysis pipeline based on network alignment
such as the one used in this study may also serve as a general template for identifying pathways
with conserved expression patterns across different conditions in other types of experiments.
We have made our data and results available through the supplementary material to this
paper. Some promising directions for further work include integration of additional types
of information (e.g., protein-protein interaction networks) in our analyses and overlaying our
pathways with already known protein-protein interactions to detect specific proteins that are
responsible for triggering the signaling cascades for each ligand. Such information can aid in




The microarray data (104; 173) were collected from the Alliance for Cell Signaling (AfCS)
site (2). Briefly, the experiments were designed to examine gene expression changes induced by
the 33 single ligands, mouse splenic B cells were cultured with ligands in serum-free medium
for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 h. cDNA synthesized from the RNA of B cells was labeled with Cy5 and
hybridized onto custom-made two-color Agilent cDNA arrays (Containing 16273 probes) with
a Cy3-labeled cDNA prepared from the RNA of total splenocytes. There were a total of 424
Agilent chips hybridized in this study (104; 173).
The data was processed using MatLab R© Bioinformatics toolbox. The background corrected
intensity values were used for each chip. Some of the background corrected intensities were
negative and created a problem to take the logarithm of the data. To circumvent this problem,
a very low positive value (10, a value that was 500 times below the mean intensity of all chips)
was assigned to these probes. Each chip was also normalized to its mean intensity. Chip-to-
chip normalization was performed via LOWESS normalization method to allow for adequate
analysis between chips (130). After the normalization, the replicate chips were averaged. To
remove the outliers each replicated probe was subjected to an outlier test. The outlier test was
as follows:
1. Calculate the mean and standard deviation (SD) for all replicates of each probe.
2. Select the probes in the range of mean ± 1.2 SD for the calculation of a new mean and
SD
3. Discard the probes out of the range of the new mean ± 2 new SD.
4. Calculate the fold change as ligand treated divided by control (untreated) samples for
each probe on the chip. The log Fold-change was calculated using R’s (131) BioConductor
(63) package.
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Construction of Gene Coexpression Networks
After obtaining the expression matrices for each of the 33 ligands (33 expression matrices
total), we merged expression levels from probesets that mapped onto the same gene. This
was done by averaging the log(FC) values were across the probesets that mapped to the same
gene as indicated by the microarray chip annotation information provided by Agilent. After
obtaining a single expression matrix per ligand (where rows in the matrix are genes and columns
are the replicates/timepoints for that particular ligand), pearson correlation was used to obtain
the gene-coexpression matrices. We obtained 33 gene co-expression matrices (E1...33), one for
each ligand, then applied a correlation cutoff of ≥ 0.8 to sparsify the matrices. Entries eki,j in
the matrix Ek were set to 0 whenever |eki,j | < 0.8 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 33 and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n where n
is the number of genes/rows in the matrix Ek. Remaining entries |eki,j | > 0 signified edges in
the networks that connected genes whose expression patterns were correlated above our chosen
cutoff. The resulting networks were treated as undirected, weighted graphs with average of




) ≈ 50 million possible edges in a fully
connected graph). We varied the threshold cutoff around our chosen value (0.8) from [0.78, 0.82]
in 0.01 increments and the distances between the degree distributions (see for example Figure
1 in supplementary material) of the ligand networks did not significantly (p < 0.01) differ as
measured by the Friedman test.
Gene Coexpression Network Alignment
Given two gene coexpression networks (graphs 1 and 2), the graphs are treated as weighted
(where the weights on the edges denote the pairwise correlation in the expression of the corre-
sponding genes). A k-hop neighborhood-based approach to alignment uses the notion of k-hop
neighborhood (see (153; 154) for background on k-hop network alignment algorithm). The
k-hop neighborhood of a vertex v1x ∈ V1 of the graph G1(V1, E1) is simply a subgraph of G1
that connects v1x with the vertices in V1 that are reachable in k-hops from v
1
x using the edges
in E1. Given two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), a mapping matrix P that associates each
vertex in V1 with zero or more vertices in V2 (the matrix P can be constructed based on BLAST
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matches or gene id’s. In our analysis, we used a 1-to-1 mapping between expression networks
based on gene id’s) and a user-specified parameter k, we construct for each vertex v1x ∈ V1 its
corresponding k-hop neighborhood Cx in G1. We then use the mapping matrix P to obtain the
set of matches for vertex v1x among the vertices in V2; and construct the k-hop neighborhood
Zy for each matching vertex v
2
y in G2 and Pv1xv2y = 1. Let S(v
1
x, G2) be the resulting collection
of k-hop neighborhoods in G2 associated with the vertex v
1
x in G1. We compare each k-hop
subgraph Cx in G1 with each member of the corresponding collection S(v
1
x, G2) to identify the
k-hop subgraph of G2 that is the best match for Cx (based on a chosen similarity measure).
We utilized a k-hop value of 1 for the analysis we discussed in this paper. The analysis was
conducted on 8 nodes from the San Diego Supercomputer Center’s Triton cluster with 8 cores
and 24GB of memory per node.
Shortest path graph kernel score
The shortest path graph kernel was first described by Borgwardt and Kriegel (22). The
kernel acts as a scoring function that compares the length of the shortest paths between any
two nodes in a graph based on a pre-computed shortest-path distance. The shortest path
distances for each graph may be computed using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. We modified
the Shortest-Path Graph Kernel to take into account the labels of the nodes being compared as
computed by BLAST (3) or as a mapping in the mapping matrix P. The shortest path graph
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computed by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. For gene-coexpression network, the Floyd-Warshall
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algorithm takes into account the weight of the edges (correlations) in the graphs. The runtime
of the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm is O(n3). The shortest path graph kernel has a runtime of
O(n4) (where n is the maximum number of nodes in larger of the two graphs being compared).
Hierarchical Clustering
A set of symmetric 33 × 33 distance matrix using the alignment scores across the 33 net-
works was constructed. Each matrix was constructed based on a specific subset of genes on
the microarray chip (e.g., all genes involved in Calcium Signaling Pathway, all genes involved
in Notch Signaling Pathway...etc. Please see Table 2 in paper and Tables 1 and 2 in supple-
mentary material for a full list of pathways utilized for comparing the networks). For each
matrix, the diagonals contained the sum of the rows in the matrix and the off diagonals con-
tained the alignment score comparing the network from row i with network in column j where
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 33. The hierarchical cluster was constructed using a neighbor-joining method based
on the distance matrix in Matlab. The hierarchical cluster can be used to visualize relation-
ship across the networks representing the gene expression changes due to exposure to different
ligands. TreeView (124) was used to visualize the hierarchical clusters and Phylip’s (53) “con-
sense” program was used to merge hierarchical clusters and to compute majority-rule consensus
trees. The majority rule consensus approach has been shown to minimize the number of false
groupings and provides a good summary of the posterior distribution over the trees that were
used to construct the consensus tree (75).
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Figure 5.1 Clustering Based on Toplogical Features (Degree Distribution). Ligand networks
with a high number of differentially expressed genes relative to untreated samples


































































Figure 5.2 Bootstrapped tree showing the relationship between all 33 ligand networks. This
tree shows that ligands with similar induced reaction (e.g., LPS and SDF, both




















































Figure 5.3 Consensus tree constructed based on all metabolism pathways in Table 2. The
values on the branches indicate the total number of times the branch appeared



















































Figure 5.4 Consensus tree constructed based on all Genetic Information Processing pathways
in Table 2. The values on the branches indicate the total number of times the
branch appeared across all networks (total of 15). If no value is indicated, the



















































Figure 5.5 Consensus of all pathway categories in Table 2. The values on the branches indicate
the total number of times the branch appeared across all networks (total of 7). If
no value is indicated, the branch appeared only once.
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Figure 5.6 A: Consensus tree constructed based on all Cellular Processes pathways in Table 2.
B: Consensus tree constructed based on all Environmental Information Processing
pathways in Table 2. C: Consensus tree constructed based on all Human Diseases
pathways in Table 2. D: Consensus tree constructed based on all Immune System
pathways in Table 2. The values on the branches indicate the total number of
times the branch appeared across all networks (totals of 10, 2, 12, and 4 for A, B,
C, and D respectively). If no value is indicated, the branch appeared only once.
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Tables
Ligand Abbreviation Ligand Name
2MA 2-Methyl-thio-ATP
AIG Antigen (Anti-Ig)
BAF BAFF (B-cell activating factor)









ELC ELC (Epstein Barr Virus-induced molecule-1 Ligand
Chemokine)
FML fMLP (formyl-Met-Leu-Phe)
GRH Growth hormone-releasing hormone






LB4 Leukotriene B4 (LTB4)
LPA Lysophosphatidic acid
M3A MIP3-alpha (Macrophage inflammatory protein-3)
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Ligand Abbreviation Ligand Name
NEB Neurokinin B
NPY Neuropeptide Y
NGF NGF (Nerve Growth Factor)
PAF Platelet activating factor
PGE Prostaglandin E2
SDF SDF1 alpha (Stromal cell derived factor-1)
SLC SLC (Secondary lymphoid-organ chemokine)
S1P Sphingosine-1-phosphate
TER Terbutaline
TNF Tumor necrosis factor-alpha
TGF Transforming growth factor-beta 1
Table 5.1 Full list of the ligands and their abbreviations used in the experiments analyzed in
this paper. This list was adapted from Lee et al. (104)
KEGG pathway category Number of sub-
pathways
Subpathway KEGG ID’s







Organismal System 6 mmu04962, mmu04964, mmu04966,
mmu04260, mmu04722, mmu04910
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Immune System 4 mmu04623, mmu04662, mmu04666,
mmu04622







Table 5.2 List of pathways detected based on high-intensity probes from the microarray data.
Please see Table 1 in supplementary material for a more detailed version of this
table with pathway names and relative number of genes enriched in the pathway
based on the data
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Matched Ligands Conserved KEGG Path-
way Categories
Conserved KEGG Subpathway IDs
70L/AIG/SLC Cellular Processes, Human
Diseases, Organismal Sys-
tem
Cell cycle, p53 signaling pathway, Phagosome, Parkin-
son’s disease, Huntington’s disease
LPA/IFG Cellular Processes, Human
Diseases
p53 signaling pathway, Bacterial invasion of epithelial
cells






Cell cycle, Regulation of autophagy, Aminoacyl-tRNA
biosynthesis, Ribosome, RNA degradation, RNA poly-
merase, DNA replication, Ubiquitin mediated proteol-
ysis, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, Thy-
roid cancer, TCA cycle, Oxidative phosphorylation,
Pyrimidine metabolism, Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate
metabolism
PGE/NPY Cellular Processes, Im-
mune System, Metabolism,
Organismal System
Oocyte meiosis, Cytosolic DNA-sensing pathway,
Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis, TCA cycle,
Ubiquinone and other terpenoid-quinone biosynthesis,
Oxidative phosphorylation, Pyrimidine metabolism,
Riboflavin metabolism, Terpenoid backbone biosyn-
thesis
IFB/S1P Cellular Processes, Human
Diseases, Immune System,
Organismal System
Cell cycle, Oocyte meiosis, p53 signaling pathway,
Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, Bacterial
invasion of epithelial cells, Fc gamma R-mediated
phagocytosis




Matched Ligands Conserved KEGG Path-
way Categories










Cell cycle, p53 signaling pathway, Ribosome, DNA
replication, Mismatch repair, SNARE interactions in
vesicular transport, Parkinson’s disease, Bacterial in-
vasion of epithelial cells, Steroid biosynthesis, Oxida-





RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway, Cytoso-
lic DNA-sensing pathway, Pyrimidine metabolism,
Cyanoamino acid metabolism, One carbon pool by fo-
late, Riboflavin metabolism





Cell cycle, Oocyte meiosis, p53 signaling pathway, En-
docytosis, Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, RNA degra-
dation, Spliceosome, Ubiquitin mediated proteolysis,
TCA cycle, Pentose phosphate pathway, Cyanoamino
acid metabolism
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Matched Ligands Conserved KEGG Path-
way Categories







Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, Ribosome, RNA poly-
merase, Basal transcription factors, Spliceosome, Pro-
tein export, Mismatch repair, Bacterial invasion of
epithelial cells, Colorectal cancer, RIG-I-like receptor
signaling pathway, Cytosolic DNA-sensing pathway, B
cell receptor signaling pathway, TCA cycle, Pentose
phosphate pathway, Steroid biosynthesis, Oxidative
phosphorylation
Table 5.3 Top matched ligands based on expression patterns in the consensus tree shown in
Figure 5. The KEGG pathway categories correspond to the pathway categories
highlighted in Table 2. Please see Table 3 in the supplementary material for an
expanded version of this table
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CHAPTER 6. TOOLS
The Biomolecular Network Alignment Algorithm (BiNA) has been implemented as a platform-
independent software library written in Java. The library has a command-line interface suitable
for deployment on servers and for scripting purposes. A user-friendly webserver that offers many
of the same features as the commandline version, plus visualization of the results, has also been
implemented. The following sections discuss the features and implementation of the BiNA web
server and the BiNA software library.
6.1 BiNA webserver
BiNA can align protein-protein interation networks and gene-coexpression networks saved
in files as described in figure 6.1. The tool can also make use of sequence-level information
to match nodes automatically, taking into account the sequence-conservation score based on
BLASTp/n. Alternatively, the user can forgo supplying sequences for nodes in the networks be-
ing aligned if both networks to be aligned have the same node ids. BiNA supports weighted and
unweighted protein-protein interaction network representations, as well as gene-coexpression
networks through the same interface.
The alignment algorithm relies on two basic procedures (1) dividing the networks into
smaller subnetworks (2) matching the smaller subnetworks to reconstruct the alignment. The
options for the two steps of the alignment are highlighted under “alignment options” of the
main page (see figure 6.2). In the divide step, the user may choose various graph partitioning
and clustering algorithms to break-down the networks into smaller substructures. The default
algorithm for breaking down the networks is the K-Hop algorithm discussed in our earlier
publications (152; 154; 151). Briefly, the K-Hop approach constructs a vertex-induced subgraph
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Figure 6.1 Left: Sample format for specifying the topology of a weighted, undirected network
in CSV format. This file format can be generated by Cytoscape (similar to Simple
Interaction File (SIF) format). The separators can be commas or any whitespace
(e.g., space or tab) character. Right: Visualization of the network described by
the file on the left
Figure 6.2 Main alignment parameters on the input screen of the BiNA webserver
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for each node in the graph by including the node and its neighbors. The neighborhood may be
expanded by including the neighbors-of-neighbors (i.e., setting the number of hops to 2) and
so on. Increasing the number of hops may improve the alignment at the cost of computational
time. In our experiments, setting the number of hops to 1 or 2 produced accurate alignments
without adding much computational stress (152; 154; 151).
In the matching step, the user may select different scoring functions (Graph Kernels) to
compute the similarity between the clusters resulting from step (1). Currently, the webserver
only supports the Shortest Path and Random Walk graph kernels. Briefly, the shortest path
kernel matches graphs based on the length of the shortest paths between similarly-labeled nodes
(recall that nodes are matched based on BLAST score or node ids) while the random walk kernel
matches graphs based on the transition probability between similarly-labeled neighbors. The
resulting score depends on the size of the graphs being matched with 0 being a poor score
(no substructures matched across the node neighborhoods being compared) while a high score
implies a good match. To speed up the alignment, users may also restrict the alignment to
the top X% hubs defined by node-degree, betweeness, Hubs-and-authorities, and a random
ranking. The default number of hubs to align is the top 50% according to the node degree.
6.2 BiNA program
BiNA is implemented as a multi-threaded java-based hardware-independent software library.
The key elements of the library are shown in Figure 6.3. The library has been designed so as
to provide the maximum exibility and accessibility to users through the provided Java API
(Application Programming Interface) as well as the implemented command-line and HTML
interfaces. The core of the toolkit is a set of APIs for comparing, scoring, and partitioning
Undirected and weighted/unweighted graphs. The implementation of the software utilizes the
already-established JUNG (Java Universal Graph Framework) and COLT (CERN’s highper-
formance computing library) for manipulating graphs and performing matrix computations.
BiNA provides an input interface for submitting datasets from files, databases or URLs. The
APIs also allow users to select the number of threads to utilize to speedup computations.
Furthermore, the API allows the graph decomposition (clustering), node-matching and graph
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Figure 6.3 Overview diagram of BiNA’s service-oriented architecture model
comparison algorithms to be used individually as well as in combination with each other. Ad-
ditionally, many of the components of BiNA (e.g., the network decomposition algorithms) can
be easily modified or extended (in Java or otherwise) so long as the user provides the resulting
graph as a supported type in the Data Interface library. BiNA toolkit is extensible by imple-
menting one of the already dened Java interfaces allowing the addition of graph comparison
algorithms or data interfaces to the core BiNA toolkit. The network alignment algorithms and
API are implemented in Java due to the language’s exibility, hardware-independence, and the
wide-availability of libraries for scientic computing to the platform. As such, the program can
be run on any Java 1.5-certified JVM on Linux/Unix, Windows, or Mac OS X.
As BiNA can run across multiple processors, the speedup of the algorithm (a measure of
how fast one can expect the algorithm to perform by adding more processors) was calculated.
Speedup on p processors (Sp) is defined as Sp = T1/Tp where T1 is the time it takes the
algorithm to run on a single processor (sequential) and Tp is the time it takes the algorithm
to run on p processors. As can be seen from figure 6.4, BiNA’s implementation achieves linear
speedup in most situations. In other words, one can expect that if two processors are allocated
to run the alignment, the algorithm will run nearly twice as fast as indicated in figure 6.4. In
some situations, superlinear speedup is achieved (i.e., if 6 processors are allocated to run the
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Figure 6.4 BiNA’s scalability on multiple processors as measured by speedup. As can be seen
from the figure, the implementation of the algorithm is highly scalable, allowing
full utilization of additional processors with little performance penalty
algorithm, one can expect the algoritm to run nearly 8 times as fast) due to the fact that the




With the availability of a wealth of high-throughput data from biological systems (45; 83;
126), the representation of the relationships between the entities (genes, proteins, metabolites)
in such datasets as interaction networks offers a powerful approach to analyzing the interdepen-
dencies among each of the biomolecular entities in living cells. Specifically, such representations
allow for the discovery of conserved pathways among different species (88; 145), finding protein
groups that are relevant to disease (77; 108), discovery of the chemical mechanism of metabolic
reactions (134; 91) and more (172; 92; 137; 17; 1). The rapidly advancing field of systems
biology aims to understand the structure, function, dynamics, and evolution of complex bio-
logical systems in terms of the underlying networks of interactions among the large number
of molecular participants involved including genes, proteins, and metabolites (29; 165). Of
particular interest in this context is the problem of comparing and aligning multiple networks
e.g., those generated from measurements taken under different conditions, different tissues, or
different organisms (139). Despite the recent appearance of several algorithms for alignment of
protein-protein interaction networks (89; 97; 81; 56; 149), regulatory networks (169; 139) and
metabolic networks (127; 6), most of the network alignment algorithms exhibit long running
times (140), do not leverage biological properties of the networks being aligned (142), or make
some unrealistic simplifying assumptions (142). Furthermore, verification of the alignment re-
sults of biomolecular networks currently rely on GO keyword enrichment among the alignment
modules, which might provide overoptimistic results due to over-generalization of keywords.
This dissertation provides a set of efficient (in terms of the running time complexity) and
accurate (in terms of the evaluation criteria) network alignment algorithms for biomolecular
networks. Specifically, the algorithms provided as part of this research exploit the node-labels,
the various edge types and modularity of biomolecular networks. All the alignment algorithms
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have been evaluated based on their ability to reproduce biologically relevant alignments and
output in terms of the aligned modules.
7.1 Significant contributions of dissertation
This dissertation provides a class of flexible (in terms of ease of modification), scalable (in
terms of computational running time), and accurate (in terms of biological significance) algo-
rithms for comparing and aligning biomolecular networks while making minimum assumptions
about the source of the networks. The networks can be labeled (e.g., sequence labeled, or nodes
can be matched based on orthology) or unlabeled (networks can be aligned strictly based on
topology). The following sections describe the main contributions of this dissertation against
the background of the current literature in the field.
7.1.1 First highly modular algorithm in the field
Chapter 2 describes the Biomolecular Network Alignment (BiNA) toolkit in detail. This
algorithm is the first algorithm in the field whose scoring (comparison) functions and partition
(clustering) functions are independent. Furthermore, this algorithm uses the proven divide and
conquer strategy to enable the future addition of new techniques for partitioning and scoring
without changing the overall method.
7.1.2 Highly scalable algorithm
BiNA can run on desktop machine to clusters, aligning networks from 100’s of edges to
several millions. Chapter 6 describes the implementation details and scalability of the algorithm
in detail. The running time of the various methods that comprise this algorithm are described
in detail in chapter 2.
7.1.3 First highly flexible algorithm
BiNA can align undirected, unweighted protein interaction networks and undirected, weighted
gene-coexpression networks. BiNA can align within the same organism or across species, can
align based on topology alone or using node labels or BLAST correspondence. Experiments
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on aligning networks from different species are provided in chapters 2, 3 and 4. Experiments
outlining the alignment of networks within the same organism are provided in chapter 5. The
alignment techniques based on strict topology and discussion of applications of topology to the
alignment problem are provided in chapter 3.
7.1.4 Highly portable
BiNA has been implemented purely in Java to achieve maximum portability on Windows,
Mac and Linux/Unix systems). The BiNA webserver is user-friendly and accessible. The
architecture and implementation of the algorithm are discussed in chapter 6.
7.1.5 High accuracy in terms of biological performance
BiNA has been evaluated in several respects to assess the biological relevance of the algo-
rithm’s output. Several assessments currently available in the literature are:
• Detection of enriched GO Terms (chapters 2 and 3)
• Construction of phylogenies based on labeled and unlabeled protein-protein interaction
networks (chapter 3)
• Detection of orthologs (chapter 4)
7.1.6 Applied to important biological problems
BiNA has been applied to several important biological questions. Two of the applications
currently available in the literature are:
• Detection of orthologs based on protein-protein and gene coexpression networks (chapter
4)
• Detection of expression patterns in B-Cells (chapter 5)
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7.2 Open problems
Several open problems in the field of systems biology are related to the network alignment
problem (140; 142). The construction and refinement of reference networks, for example, may
be enhanced by alignment (142). Other applications include the construction of phylogenetic
trees based on network models (101), detection of conserved biological modules (139; 145; 114;
170; 121), and identification of orthologs (13; 154), among others. As noted by Sharan and
Ideker, tools for network alignment have the potential to revolutionize network comparisons
similar to how tools like BLAST revolutionalized sequence comparisons (139). As such, this
field can significantly benefit from developments in the key areas discussed in the following
sections.
7.2.1 Evaluation methods
Several evaluation metrics currently exist based on Gene Ontology (4), orthology detection
(13; 154; 56), phylogenetic tree construction (101), and significance of alignment based on evo-
lutionary network models (97). However, many of the methods are based on metrics that may
not directly measure alignment performance (e.g., GO enrichment, phylogenetic relationship
reconstruction), or depend on annotations in databases that may prove problematic for assess-
ing performance on unannotated species (e.g., measures that depend on orthology and GO such
as orthology detection, significance based on evolutionary models...etc). As such, more robust
evaluation metrics based strictly the networks to be aligned must be developed.
7.2.2 Applicability to more network models
As mentioned in Chapter 1, various network models have been successfully utilized in the
literature to study biomolecular interactions. Among the simplest and more straightforward
models are the undirected graphs that are addressed in this dissertation. Future improvements
to the algorithms discussed in this dissertation should include applications to comparisons
between additional network models, such as directed graphs that are used to represent gene
regulatory networks (160; 85; 137) and weighted directed graphs that are used to represent
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Bayesian networks (19; 42; 59). Furthermore, comparison techniques that take into account
heterogeneous models (e.g., compare protein-protein interaction networks with gene regula-
tory networks) are also important for developing and refining biomolecular network models of
biological processes.
7.2.3 More detailed network models
Recently, representations of networks as multi-graphs (graphs that contain multiple edges
or multiple labels associated with graph components) has gained attention due to studies that
sought to integrate various biological data (e.g., expression, protein interaction, protein modifi-
cation) into a single network model (20; 34). As more sophistacted mathematical models, such
as tensor representations of multigraphs (7; 50; 95), become accessible for dealing with large
datasets, network comparison algorithms need to take into account multiple labels associated
with edges and nodes in biological networks. Our kernel-based approach can be extended into
tensor space by taking advantage of recent developments in the machine-learning literature on
tensor kernels (69; 72). Furthermore, due to the inherit uncertainty in some experimental se-
tups for deducing network models (e.g., inaccurate yeast-two-hybrid protein-protein interaction
data), network models that associate confidence levels with edges in such networks are gaining
popularity (144; 10; 9). Thus, comparison algorithms will need to explicitly take into account
experimental confidence values associated with measures used to construct such network mod-
els.
7.2.4 Rapid comparisons
Rapid comparison of network models and modules can be very useful for detecting al-
ready existing patterns in data. Databases such as GEO (45) and Array Express (125) have
long housed expression data (e.g., over 500, 000 expression samples are available in GEO as of
March 10, 2011) and those databases will dramatically increase in size as next-gen expression
datasets are added. As such, scientists currently do not have a meaningful way of querying
this data based on any parameters other than name of the dataset, name of depositing indi-
vidual/institution, date of deposit, or basic keywords in the dataset description. Recently, a
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BLAST search option has been added to allow searching for datasets where a certain gene is
known to be available on the microarray platform for that dataset. Network alignment methods
provide a natural means of querying the data and annotating datasets based on the expression
patterns recorded in the samples. For example, users may be able to search for all datasets
where a specific pathway is up or down regulated, find datasets where sets of genes have a
specific pattern of regulation/interaction relative to each other and so on. Thus, fast network
alignment approaches (e.g., based strictly on topology) may be used to detect gene expression
or protein-protein interaction datasets where specific patterns may exist, then the results may
be refined by a more detailed alignment approach (based on node labels) to provide a set of
datasets that are strongly likely to exhibit the query network/module.
7.2.5 Integrated pipeline for analysis and visualization
The networks dealt with as part of this dissertation typically span hundreds of nodes and
thousands of edges (the Drosophila melanogaster protein-protein interaction network, for exam-
ple, is over 6000 nodes and 20, 000 edges). Thus, due to the size of the networks, visualization
has been limited to the comparison of one network relative to others (e.g., human protein-
protein interaction network vs. mouse protein-protein interaction network), rather than rela-
tionships between individual subgraphs (or pathways) within each network (e.g., comparison
of specific interactions lost or gained within each pathway within each organism). This is due
to the fact that the visualization of the alignment results, or any large graph structure that
contains thousands of nodes and edges, has not been adequately addressed in the literature.
Typically, tools such as Cytoscape (138) or GraphCrunch (102; 116) heavily rely on 2D graph
layout algorithms, making the display of graphs with numerous nodes highly problematic on
typical display or print resolutions. As such, newer visualization methods may need to be
developed for specifically displaying aligned graphs (or the alignment graph itself) based on
VANLO (26), or CIRCOS (100). Such visualization methods can be integrated as part of a
full analysis pipeline based on network alignment for aligning networks, visualizing the result,
refining the alignment if necessary, and generating testable hypothesis based on the comparison
results.
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Degree Distribution for 70L
Figure A.1 Example of Degree distributions used for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for initial clus-
tering of the ligands based on network topology. As can be seen from the figure,




















































Figure A.2 Consensus tree constructed based on all KEGG pathways in Table A.1 in supple-
mentary material. The values on the branches indicate the total number of times
the branch appeared across all networks (total of 11). If no value is indicated, the












































Figure A.3 Consensus tree constructed based on all Organismal System pathways in table 2
in the supplementary material (table 2 in the paper). The values on the branches
indicate the total number of times the branch appeared across all networks (total





























Table A.1 Full list of networks and the number of neighborhoods utilized for comparing the























Protein export mmu03060 16 36 0.444444444 2. Genetic Informa-
tion Processing



























mmu00020 11 32 0.34375 1. Metabolism





mmu00460 2 6 0.333333333 1. Metabolism
One carbon
pool by folate
mmu00670 6 19 0.315789474 1. Metabolism
Mismatch
repair










mmu00630 5 17 0.294117647 1. Metabolism
Nucleotide ex-
cision repair



































mmu00130 2 7 0.285714286 1. Metabolism
DNA replica-
tion










mmu05012 49 182 0.269230769 6. Human Diseases
Riboflavin
metabolism
mmu00740 4 15 0.266666667 1. Metabolism
RNA poly-
merase










































mmu04140 9 36 0.25 4. Cellular Processes
Pentose phos-
phate pathway
mmu00030 7 28 0.25 1. Metabolism
Huntington’s
disease
mmu05016 59 239 0.246861925 6. Human Diseases
Cell cycle mmu04110 34 140 0.242857143 4. Cellular Processes
Pyrimidine
metabolism



























mmu00900 4 17 0.235294118 1. Metabolism
Steroid biosyn-
thesis
mmu00100 4 17 0.235294118 1. Metabolism
Oocyte meiosis mmu04114 30 128 0.234375 4. Cellular Processes








mmu04666 23 103 0.223300971 5.1 Immune System
RNA degrada-
tion




































mmu05100 15 76 0.197368421 6. Human Diseases
Alzheimer’s
disease
mmu05010 54 283 0.190812721 6. Human Diseases
Cardiac muscle
contraction
mmu04260 18 95 0.189473684 5. Organismal System
Purine
metabolism
mmu00230 33 176 0.1875 1. Metabolism
Other glycan
degradation




mmu05014 13 70 0.185714286 6. Human Diseases
Homologous
recombination






mmu04962 8 44 0.181818182 5. Organismal System






























mmu04722 26 144 0.180555556 5. Organismal System
mTOR signal-
ing pathway




mmu05210 13 74 0.175675676 6. Human Diseases
Phagosome mmu04145 33 191 0.172774869 4. Cellular Processes
Collecting duct
acid secretion




mmu00051 6 35 0.171428571 1. Metabolism
Base excision
repair































mmu00510 8 49 0.163265306 1. Metabolism
Glioma mmu05214 12 74 0.162162162 6. Human Diseases
Pancreatic
cancer
mmu05212 12 75 0.16 6. Human Diseases
Bladder cancer mmu05219 7 44 0.159090909 6. Human Diseases




mmu04810 36 229 0.15720524 4. Cellular Processes
Glycine mmu00260 5 32 0.15625 1. Metabolism
Wnt signaling
pathway






mmu00563 4 26 0.153846154 1. Metabolism
Adherens junc-
tion
mmu04520 12 79 0.151898734 4. Cellular Processes
Insulin signal-
ing pathway




























mmu04964 3 20 0.15 5. Organismal System
Prostate can-
cer
mmu05215 14 94 0.14893617 6. Human Diseases
Lysosome mmu04142 19 129 0.147286822 4. Cellular Processes
Endocytosis mmu04144 35 239 0.146443515 4. Cellular Processes
Table A.2 List of pathways detected based on high-intensity probes from the microarray data.
As can be seen from the table, many of the pathways enriched in high-intensity














mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04115 (p53
signaling pathway), mmu04142 (Lyso-
some), mmu04145 (Phagosome), mmu04540
(Gap junction), mmu05012 (Parkinson’s
disease), mmu05016 (Huntington’s dis-
ease), mmu05212 (Pancreatic cancer),
mmu05214 (Glioma), mmu05219 (Bladder
cancer), mmu05222 (Small cell lung cancer),
mmu04722 (Neurotrophin signaling path-






mmu04115 (p53 signaling pathway),
mmu04144 (Endocytosis), mmu04145
(Phagosome), mmu04810 (Regulation of
actin cytoskeleton), mmu05100 (Bacterial
invasion of epithelial cells), mmu05210
(Colorectal cancer), mmu05212 (Pancreatic





















mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04140 (Regula-
tion of autophagy), mmu04810 (Regulation
of actin cytoskeleton), mmu04150 (mTOR
signaling pathway), mmu04310 (Wnt signal-
ing pathway), mmu00970 (Aminoacyl-tRNA
biosynthesis), mmu03010 (Ribosome),
mmu03018 (RNA degradation), mmu03020
(RNA polymerase), mmu03030 (DNA repli-
cation), mmu04120 (Ubiquitin mediated
proteolysis), mmu05010 (Alzheimer’s dis-
ease), mmu05012 (Parkinson’s disease),
mmu05014 (Amyotrophic lateral sclero-
sis), mmu05016 (Huntington’s disease),
mmu05210 (Colorectal cancer), mmu05212
(Pancreatic cancer), mmu05214 (Glioma),
mmu05216 (Thyroid cancer), mmu05219
(Bladder cancer), mmu00020 (TCA cycle),
mmu00190 (Oxidative phosphorylation),




biosynthesis), mmu00630 (Glyoxylate and di-
carboxylate metabolism), mmu04910 (Insulin
signaling pathway), mmu04964 (Proximal
tubule bicarbonate reclamation), mmu04966














mmu04114 (Oocyte meiosis), mmu04142
(Lysosome), mmu04144 (Endocytosis),
mmu04145 (Phagosome), mmu04810 (Regu-
lation of actin cytoskeleton), mmu04623 (Cy-
tosolic DNA-sensing pathway), mmu04666
(Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis),
mmu00020 (TCA cycle), mmu00072 (Syn-
thesis and degradation of ketone bod-
ies), mmu00130 (Ubiquinone and other
terpenoid-quinone biosynthesis), mmu00190
(Oxidative phosphorylation), mmu00230
(Purine metabolism), mmu00240 (Pyrim-
idine metabolism), mmu00740 (Riboflavin
metabolism), mmu00900 (Terpenoid back-
bone biosynthesis), mmu04260 (Cardiac
muscle contraction), mmu04722 (Neu-
rotrophin signaling pathway), mmu04966














mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04114 (Oocyte
meiosis), mmu04115 (p53 signaling path-
way), mmu04810 (Regulation of actin cy-
toskeleton), mmu05010 (Alzheimer’s disease),
mmu05012 (Parkinson’s disease), mmu05016
(Huntington’s disease), mmu05100 (Bacte-
rial invasion of epithelial cells), mmu05212
(Pancreatic cancer), mmu05214 (Glioma),
mmu04666 (Fc gamma R-mediated phagocy-





mmu05210 (Colorectal cancer), mmu05214








mmu04150 (mTOR signaling pathway),
mmu05012 (Parkinson’s disease), mmu05014
(Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), mmu05210
(Colorectal cancer), mmu05214 (Glioma),















mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04115 (p53
signaling pathway), mmu04142 (Lysosome),
mmu04540 (Gap junction), mmu03010 (Ri-
bosome), mmu03030 (DNA replication),
mmu03430 (Mismatch repair), mmu04130,
mmu05012 (Parkinson’s disease), mmu05014
(Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), mmu05100
(Bacterial invasion of epithelial cells),
mmu05214 (Glioma), mmu05222 (Small
cell lung cancer), mmu00100 (Steroid
biosynthesis), mmu00190 (Oxidative phos-
phorylation), mmu00260 (Glycine, serine
and threonine metabolism), mmu00563
(Glycosylphosphatidylinositol(GPI)-anchor















mmu04310 (Wnt signaling pathway),
mmu04622, mmu04623 (Cytosolic DNA-
sensing pathway), mmu00230 (Purine
metabolism), mmu00240 (Pyrimidine
metabolism), mmu00260 (Glycine, serine
and threonine metabolism), mmu00460
(Cyanoamino acid metabolism), mmu00511
(Other glycan degradation), mmu00670











mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04114 (Oocyte
meiosis), mmu04115 (p53 signaling pathway),
mmu04144 (Endocytosis), mmu04520 (Ad-
herens junction), mmu04540 (Gap junction),
mmu04810 (Regulation of actin cytoskele-
ton), mmu04310 (Wnt signaling pathway),
mmu00970 (Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis),
mmu03018 (RNA degradation), mmu03040
(Spliceosome), mmu03410 (Base excision re-
pair), mmu04120 (Ubiquitin mediated prote-
olysis), mmu00020 (TCA cycle), mmu00030
(Pentose phosphate pathway), mmu00230
(Purine metabolism), mmu00260 (Glycine,





















mmu04150 (mTOR signaling pathway),
mmu00970 (Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthe-
sis), mmu03010 (Ribosome), mmu03020
(RNA polymerase), mmu03022, mmu03040
(Spliceosome), mmu03060 (Protein ex-
port), mmu03410 (Base excision repair),
mmu03430 (Mismatch repair), mmu03440,
mmu04130, mmu05010 (Alzheimer’s dis-
ease), mmu05100 (Bacterial invasion of
epithelial cells), mmu05210 (Colorectal
cancer), mmu05212 (Pancreatic cancer),
mmu04622, mmu04623 (Cytosolic DNA-
sensing pathway), mmu04662 (B cell receptor
signaling pathway), mmu00020 (TCA
cycle), mmu00030 (Pentose phosphate
pathway), mmu00100 (Steroid biosyn-
thesis), mmu00190 (Oxidative phospho-
rylation), mmu00260 (Glycine, serine
and threonine metabolism), mmu00510
(N-Glycan biosynthesis), mmu00563
(Glycosylphosphatidylinositol(GPI)-anchor
biosynthesis), mmu04260 (Cardiac muscle
contraction), mmu04910 (Insulin signaling
pathway), mmu04962 (Vasopressin-regulated












mmu04110 (Cell cycle), mmu04115 (p53 sig-
naling pathway), mmu04722 (Neurotrophin
signaling pathway), mmu04910 (Insulin sig-
naling pathway)
Table A.3 Top matched ligands based on expression patterns in the consensus tree shown in
figure 5 in the paper. The KEGG pathway categories correspond to the pathway
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